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FOREWORD—What this report is about 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
This report informs the House about the Commission’s proposals for the 2007 
General Budget of the European Communities. The report summarises the 
significant proposed changes to funding under each of the budget headings. We 
have been aided in this by oral evidence from the Economic Secretary to 
HM Treasury (Ed Balls MP) and a written Explanatory Memorandum from 
HM Treasury. 
 
We consider the following to be important principles for budgetary 
examination: 
• Negotiations on European expenditure must emphasise budget discipline; 
• All European expenditure must demonstrate efficiency, effectiveness and 

value for money; 
• Expenditure proposals should be based on a realistic assessment of what 

can be implemented properly and effectively; and 
• Increases proposed for administration must be scrutinised to ensure they 

are based on genuine need and reflect economies of scale. 
 
As a further general principle we consider that the Council should be more 
aware of the budgetary and administrative effects of the commitments it makes 
and that it should be prepared to accept the payment implications of these in 
budgetary negotiations. 
 
This budget is also significant as it is the first to be negotiated under the newly 
agreed Financial Perspective: the 7 year financial framework defining 
expenditure priorities between 2007 and 2013. For the information of the 
House we summarise the expenditure and revenue details of the final 
settlement.  
 
We welcome the fact that the Financial Perspective was agreed in time to allow 
the negotiations on the 2007 Budget to proceed properly. We underline the 
importance of the proposed review of the financial framework in 2008–09. We 
consider that this review should be conducted from first principles and that no 
aspect of the budget, including the Common Agricultural Policy or the UK’s 
abatement, should be exempt from full, factual analysis. As a result of this 
review, European expenditure should be allocated so as to reflect the challenges 
facing Europe as identified by the Council. 
 
 





The 2007 EC Budget 

CHAPTER 1: HOW THE BUDGET IS DECIDED AND THE 
COMMITTEE’S ROLE 

1. This is the fourth consecutive year that the Committee has scrutinised the 
EC Budget by publishing a short report on the basis of oral evidence from 
the Government before the First Reading of the Budget in the Council. The 
Committee decided in the last Parliament that taking evidence from the 
Government at such an early stage in the budgetary process was the most 
effective way in which we could fulfil our parliamentary obligation to 
scrutinise proposed EU legislation and ensure greater accountability and 
transparency1. 

2. This report also summarises, at Chapter 2, the new seven year Financial 
Perspective which sets the budgetary framework for the years 2007 to 2013. 
The 2007 budget is the first annual budget under this new Financial 
Perspective. 

3. This year we received an Explanatory Memorandum on the Provisional Draft 
Budget from HM Treasury on 23 May; on the basis of this document we 
took formal oral evidence from the Economic Secretary to the Treasury, Ed 
Balls MP, on 20 June. Both the Explanatory Memorandum and the 
transcript of oral evidence are printed with this report. 

4. The aim of this report is to inform the House of issues relating to the Budget 
and to scrutinise the Government’s position before the Commission’s 
Preliminary Draft Budget is considered at the Budget Council. This year 
consideration will take place on 14 July. Scrutiny of the Government’s 
position is particularly important given that the UK is a net contributor to 
the EC budget. We make this report to the House for information. 

Budgetary Procedure 

5. The budgetary procedure is set out in Article 272 of the EC Treaty, which 
stipulates the sequence of stages and the time limits which must be respected 
by the two arms of the budgetary authority: the Council of Ministers (acting 
by qualified majority) and the European Parliament, which together establish 
the annual budget. 

The two arms of the budgetary authority 

6. Under the present budgetary procedure, the Council has the final say on 
compulsory expenditure. This is spending that is a direct result of Treaty 
application or of acts adopted on the basis of the Treaties. In practice this 
mainly means spending on agriculture. 

7. The European Parliament has the final say on all other categories of 
spending which are defined as non-compulsory expenditure. Non-
compulsory expenditure includes spending on regional policy, research policy 
and energy policy. 

                                                                                                                                     
1  Review of Scrutiny of European Legislation (1st Report, Session 2002–03, HL 15) 
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The stages of the annual budget 

8. The stages in the negotiations over the annual budget are as follows: 

(1) The Commission draws up a Preliminary Draft Budget (PDB) in May; 

(2) The Council conducts its first reading of the PDB in July and establishes 
a Draft Budget; 

(3) The European Parliament conducts its first reading in October on the 
basis of the Council’s Draft Budget; 

(4) In November, the Council conducts a second reading on the Draft 
Budget to consider any amendments or proposed modifications by the 
European Parliament; and 

(5) In December the European Parliament reviews the Council’s proposals 
and adopts the Budget. 

9. This report deals with the Preliminary Draft version of the Budget as issued 
by the Commission on 3 May 2006. This version of the Budget represents 
the first stage of the procedure and provides the basis for subsequent 
negotiations between the Council and the European Parliament who act as 
the two arms of the budgetary authority. Following the establishment of the 
Draft Budget at the 14 July Council meeting the negotiations continue along 
the following lines. 

The Council’s Second Reading 

10. The Council conducts its second reading in early November, after a 
conciliation meeting with a delegation from the European Parliament. The 
Draft Budget is amended in the light of the European Parliament’s 
amendments (for non-compulsory expenditure) or proposed modifications 
(for compulsory expenditure). As a general rule, the Council’s decisions on 
second reading determine the final amount of compulsory expenditure. 
Unless the entire Budget is subsequently rejected by the European 
Parliament, the Council has the “last word” on this category of expenditure. 
The Draft Budget as amended is then returned to the European Parliament. 

The European Parliament’s Second Reading and the adoption of the Budget 

11. In December the European Parliament reviews non-compulsory expenditure, 
for which it can accept or refuse the Council’s proposals. The President of 
the European Parliament then declares the Budget adopted and it can be 
implemented. 

Activity Based Budgeting 

12. The 2007 Budget is presented in Activity Based Budgeting format. Activity 
Based Budgeting seeks to tie budgetary resources to clear policy objectives 
with appropriate performance indicators and evaluation measures. In 
previous reports on the annual budget we have supported Activity 
Based Budgeting and continue to do so now. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE SEVEN YEAR FINANCIAL PROGRAMME: 
FINANCIAL PERSPECTIVE 2007–13 

13. The Financial Perspective is the agreement which sets the framework for 
European expenditure. It is agreed between the Council, the Commission 
and the Parliament. Discussions on the 2007 Budget are the first to take 
place under the new Financial Perspective 2007–2013. 

14. Political agreement on the new Perspective was reached under the British 
Presidency of the EU at the European Council meeting on 17 December 
2005. Subsequent negotiations between the Council, the Commission and 
the European Parliament led to the adoption of the Inter-Institutional 
Agreement on budgetary discipline and improvement of the budgetary procedure 
during May 2006. This gives effect to the Financial Perspective agreement 
and confirms the size, composition and funding of the EC Budget for the 
2007 to 2013 period. 

15. Our contributions to the Financial Perspective negotiations were made in 
reports entitled The Future Financing of the European Union2 and Future 
Financing of the Common Agricultural Policy3. We have also considered a 
number of documents relating to the Inter-Institutional Agreement on the 
Financial Perspective as part of our regular scrutiny of European 
documents4. For the information of the House we set out details of the final 
agreement below. 

Expenditure 

16. The final agreement on the Financial Perspective resulted in allocations over 
seven years of €864.3 billion5 or £586.2 billion for commitment 
appropriations and €820 billion or £717.4 billion for payment 
appropriations. This is equivalent to 1.0475% (commitments) or 1% 
(payments) of EU Gross National Income over the period. In May the 
Government laid before Parliament a Statement on the 2006 EC Budget and 
measures to counter fraud and financial mismanagement6. This document gives 
the breakdown across expenditure headings as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                     
2  6th Report of Session 2004–05, HL Paper 62 
3  2nd Report of Session 2005–06, HL Paper 7-I 
4  EM 5973/06 and 6426/06 
5  In 2004 prices 
6  HM Treasury Cm 6770 
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TABLE 1 

Breakdown across expenditure headings 
 

 Heading 2007–13 total in  
€ billion 

Total share of 

2007–13 budget 

1a Competitiveness for growth and 
employment 

74.1 8.6% 

1b Cohesion for growth and 
employment 

308.0 35.6% 

Preservation and management of 
natural resources (CAP) 

371.3 43.0% 2 

Of which market related 
agricultural expenditure and direct 
payments 

293.1 33.9% 

3a Freedom, security and justice 6.6 0.8% 

3b Citizenship 4.1 0.5% 

4 EU as a global partner 49.4 5.7% 

5 Administration 49.8 5.8% 

6 Compensations 0.8 0.1% 

 Total 864.3 100% 

 

FIGURE 1 

Total share of 2007–13 Budget 

Competitiveness for growth and employment
8.60%

Cohesion for growth and employment
35.60%Market related agricultural expenditure

and direct payments,
33.90%

Freedom, security and justice
0.80%

EU as a global partner
5.70%

Administration
5.80%

Compensations
0.10%Citizenship

0.50%

Preservation and management of
natural resources (CAP)

9.10%  
 

17. The Government also note that the December Council Agreement agreed 
the following policy measures: 

• To increase expenditure on research and development by at least 75% 
between 2006 and 2013; 
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• To implement technical changes to simplify the management of the 
structural funds and cohesion funds; 

• To respect the October 2002 ceilings for expenditure on CAP market 
support and direct payments; 

• To stabilise expenditure on CAP rural development at current levels, but 
to allow Member States to transfer up to a further 20% of their CAP 
pillar one allocations without the need for co-financing or minimum 
spending requirements; 

• To increase spending on freedom, security and justice by 15% a year 
over the period; and 

• That 90% of the external actions budget should be official development 
assistance, and that the European Development Fund should remain 
outside the EC Budget. 

Revenue 

18. The money for the European Union Budget is raised from four main sources 
that are collectively known as Own Resources. They are: 

• customs duties; 

• agricultural and sugar levies; 

• VAT levied on an identical range of goods and services in all Member 
States; and 

• a resource based on shares of GNI. 

19. We have considered the Commission’s Proposal for a New System of Own 
Resources7 as part of our scrutiny role. This Decision gives effect to the 
agreement on revenue reached at the December Council meeting. The main 
details of the Draft Decision are: 

(a) No change to Own Resources Ceilings: These ceilings set legal limits 
to the annual revenue which can be raised from Member States and 
to the annual undertakings which the Commission can make. In the 
Draft Decision the ceilings remain at 1.31% EU GNI for 
commitments and at 1.24% EU GNI for payments. 

(b) Simplification of VAT based contributions by fixing the rate of call: 
The existing system for determining the contribution made by a 
Member State via the VAT resource will be replaced by a constant 
rate of call of 0.30%. This figure is similar to the average value for 
Member States as determined under the existing system. 

(c) Reductions in the VAT rate of call for some Member States: To 
bring their contributions into line with other comparable Member 
States, Austria (0.225%), Germany (0.15%), The Netherlands and 
Sweden (both 0.10%) are granted temporary reductions in the VAT 
rate of call until 2013. In his oral evidence, Ed Balls, Economic 
Secretary to HM Treasury, told us that these VAT adjustments, and 
the common rate of call described under (b) above, are “a fair and 
sustainable” (Q 15) way of calculating contributions. 

                                                                                                                                     
7  EM 7241/1/06 
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(d) Reductions in the GNI based contributions for some Member 
States: To bring their contributions further into line with other 
comparable Member States, The Netherlands (€605 million) and 
Sweden (€150 million) will benefit from annual reductions in their 
GNI based contributions. 

(e) No change to the abatement mechanism. However, spending on 
economic development in new Member States8 will progressively 
cease to be abatable—from 20% in 2009 to 70% in 2010 and 100% 
in 2011 and beyond9. 

(f) The cost to the UK, compared to the current system would be 
limited to €10.5 billion (£6.9 billion). This ceiling allows for the 
accession of Bulgaria and Romania. However, the ceiling will be 
adjusted in the event of further accessions during the 2007–13 
period. 

(g) The mechanism correcting the UK’s accession windfall will not 
apply after 2014: On accession to the EU, European spending on 
acceding countries shifts from pre-accession aid (unabatable) to the 
mainstream programmes (abatable)10. In the past this meant that the 
UK’s abatement increased when countries acceded to the Union. It 
was corrected following the 1999 Berlin agreement by deducting 
from the abatement in the years following an accession a sum equal 
to the UK’s contribution to the pre-accession aid to the acceding 
country in the year immediately before accession. In other words, the 
UK continued to contribute to spending in newly acceded Member 
States even though the expenditure would otherwise have been 
abatable. Given that this expenditure will no longer be abatable, the 
correction will cease to operate following the expiry of the 
€10.5 billion ceiling in 2014. 

20. In answer to a Parliamentary Question in the House of Commons, the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer confirmed that the additional costs to the UK 
as a result of the agreement will be as follows11: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                     
8  Those acceding on or after 30 April 2004: Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, 

Malta, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia 
9  The UK receives the abatement a year in arrears so here the year refers to the date when the abatement is 

paid. 
10  For example, the Structural Funds 
11  Parliamentary Question from Rt Hon John McFall MP, answered on 20 December 2005 (HC Deb 

2796W) 
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TABLE 2 

Additional costs to the UK 
Year Estimated extra cost in £ 

 In £ As percentage of public spending 

2007–08 500 million 0.09 

2008–09 0 0 

2009–10 1.0 billion 0.16 

2010–11 Between 1.6 billion and 1.9 billion Between 0.23 and 0.26 

2011–12 Between 1.6 billion and 1.9 billion Between 0.23 and 0.26 

2012–13 Between 1.6 billion and 1.9 billion Between 0.23 and 0.26 

 

21. In his evidence to us, Ed Balls argued that the Government had secured a 
deal that “gives UK tax payers a much fairer deal than before” (Q 5). He 
noted that the “UK is paying about the same as France and Italy in net terms 
over this Financial Perspective, rather than two or three times as much 
relative to the size of our economy, as was the case in the past” (Q 5). We 
agree with this position. He stressed that the change to the abatement applies 
only to development spending in the new Member States. He argued that as 
the UK has always been a champion of enlargement “it was right that the 
abatement did not apply to the EU enlargement spending” (Q 12). 

Review of the financial framework 

22. The December Council also agreed that the EU “should carry out a 
comprehensive reassessment of the financial framework, covering both 
revenue and expenditure, to sustain modernisation and to enhance it, on an 
ongoing basis”. The Council invited the Commission to conduct a “full, 
wide ranging review covering all aspects of EU spending, including the CAP, 
and of resources, including the UK rebate, to report in 2008/9”12. 

23. The Minister also outlined the importance the Government are placing on 
this review, which he viewed as “our best prospect for a more efficient and 
effective budget” (Q 2). He set out what the Government expect from the 
review, arguing that, firstly the review must be “genuinely broad and 
conducted from first principles with no issues off limits; secondly, it is based 
on proper and full evidence and factual analysis; and thirdly it shapes a 
radical and sustainable vision for the EC budget in future, a vision that can 
start being implemented straight away.” He continued by arguing that the 
reform “must include radical reform of the Common Agricultural Policy as 
well as the effectiveness of Structural Funds in supporting enlargement” 
(Q 2). 

24. We fully support the proposed comprehensive review of the budget to 
be held in 2008–09. It is vital that the review fully assesses, on the basis 
of factual evidence, every aspect of European revenue and 
expenditure including the Common Agricultural Policy and the UK’s 
abatement. 

                                                                                                                                     
12  EM 15915/05 
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Criticism of the Financial Perspective agreement 

25. We are aware of some criticism of the agreement. In a recent report, the 
European Parliament’s Committee on Budgets “expresses concern about the 
visible discrepancy between the challenges which the European Union is 
facing and the appropriations that might be available under the relevant 
headings of the backward-looking Financial Perspective 2007–2013 to 
respond to these challenges”13. We expect to return to this issue in due 
course. 

26. We do welcome however the fact that an agreement was reached 
within a timescale which did not prejudice negotiations on the 2007 
Budget. 

                                                                                                                                     
13  European Parliament Committee on Budgets Report on the 2007 Budget: the Commission’s Annual Policy 

Strategy report (APS) (2006/2020(BUD)); Rapporteur: James Elles MEP. 
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CHAPTER 3: THE 2007 PRELIMINARY DRAFT BUDGET 

27. The 2007 Budget, as the first under the new Financial Perspective is of 
particular importance. As the European Parliament has noted, this budget is 
an opportunity to launch the new priorities of the 2007–2013 period and is 
likely to have a strategic effect on the distribution of resources in future 
years14. Furthermore, the 2007 Budget will play an influential role in the 
2008 review of the financing of Europe as its implementation will provide 
evidence on which to assess the effectiveness of the new financial framework. 

28. The 2007 Budget assumes a 27-Member European Union. If the accession 
of Bulgaria and Romania were deferred budget amendment would be 
required. 

The Budget 

29. As in every year, the 2007 Preliminary Draft Budget makes a distinction 
between appropriations for commitments and appropriations for payments. 

BOX 1 

Commitment and Payment appropriations 

Commitment appropriations are the total cost of legal obligations which can be 
entered into during the current year, for activities which will lead to payments in 
the current and future years. 

Payment appropriations are actual transfers of cash from the Community Budget 
to creditors during the current year, resulting from commitments made in the 
current or previous years. 

Total commitment appropriations 

30. As the table overleaf shows, the Commission’s Preliminary Draft Budget 
envisages a total of €126.82 billion for commitment appropriations. This 
represents an increase of €5527 million or 4.6% over the 2006 Budget but 
still leaves a margin of €1577 million below the Financial Perspective ceiling. 

Total payment appropriations 

31. The table also indicates a proposed total of €116.42 billion for payment 
appropriations. This represents an increase of €4342 million, or 3.9% over 
the 2006 Budget. However, the level of payment appropriations is still 
€7448 million below the Financial Perspective ceiling. 

32. The proposed level of payments is equivalent to 0.99% of EU Gross National 
Income. This is lower than in 2006, when it was 1% of EU GNI, and is 
significantly below the Own Resources Decision Ceiling of 1.24% 

33. In his evidence the Minister felt that the distribution of funds proposed by 
the Commission for the 2007 Budget did “not sufficiently” (Q 16) reflect the 
priorities which the Government has identified for Europe. He raised the 
following concerns: 

                                                                                                                                     
14  Ibid. 
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• Insufficient funding available for transitional assistance to sugar protocol 
countries; 

• Insufficient funding available for reconstruction aid in Afghanistan and 
Iraq; 

• Insufficient efficiency savings in the administration budget; and 

• The money available from the structural funds for development in the 
new Member States reflects the Commission’s ambition rather than a 
proper assessment of what can properly be implemented: it should 
therefore be scaled down with the savings spend later in the Financial 
Perspective period. 

34. We consider his concerns under the relevant individual expenditure headings 
below. 
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Table 3: Summary of 2007 PDB Proposals—EUR million and GBP million 
2006 Budget 2007 PDB Change 2006 to 2007 

Commitments Payments Commitments Payments Commitments Payments Heading 

€ £ € £ € £ € £ € £ % € £ % 

1 Sustainable growth 47,508 32,980 39,162 27,186 54,283 37,683 44,734 31,054 6,775 4,703 14.3 5,572 3,868 14.2 

1a 
Competitiveness for 
growth and employment 7,890 5,477 7,430 5,158 8,796 6,106 6,944 4,821 906 629 11.5 -486 -337 -6.5 

1b 
Cohesion for growth and 
management 39,618 22,028 31,732 22,028 45,487 31,577 37,790 26,234 5,869 4,074 14.8 6,058 4,206 19.1 

2 
Preservation and 
management of natural 
resources (CAP) 

56,551 39,258 55,439 38,485 57,218 39,720 55,683 38,655 667 463 1.2 244 170 0.4 

 
Of which market related 
expenditure and direct 
payments 

43,320 30,073 43,319 30,073 43,684 30,325 43,408 30,134 364 252 0.8 88 61 0.2 

3 
Citizenship, Freedom, 
Security and Justice 1,161 806 1,158 804 1,174 815 1,107 768 14 9 1.2 -52 -36 -4.4 

3a 
Freedom, security and 
justice 549 381 533 370 571 396 427 296 22 15 4.0 -106 -74 -19.9 

3b Citizenship 611 424 624 433 603 419 680 472 -8 -6 -1.4 55 39 8.9 

4 EU as a global partner 8,400 5,832 8,639 5,997 6,703 4,653 7,447 5,170 -1,697 -1,179 -20.2 -1,192 -827 -13.8 

5 Administration 6,604 4,584 6,604 4,584 7,002 4,861 7,002 4,861 398 277 6.0 398 277 6.0 

6 Compensations 1,074 746 1,074 746 445 309 445 309 -629 -437 -58.6 -629 -437 -58.6 

Total 121,297  112,076  126,824  116,418  5,527  4.6 4,342  3.9 

Compulsory expenditure 45,919  45,936  45,571  45,461  -348  -0.8 -475  -1.0 

Non-compulsory expenditure 75,378  66,140  81,253  70,957  5,875  7.8 4,817  7.3 

As a percentage of GNI  1.0%  0.99%  

Notes: Due to rounding, the sum of the lines may not equal the total. Conversion rate as of May 2006, £1 = €1.4405, €1 = £0.6942 
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Detail by expenditure heading 

Heading 1: Sustainable growth 

2007 PDB Change 2006–2007  

Commitments Payments Commitments Payments 

 € £ € £ € £ % € £ % 

1 Sustainable 
growth 

54,283 37,683 44,734 31,054 6,775 4,703 14.3 5,572 3,868 14.2 

1a Competitiveness 
for growth and 
employment 

8,796 6,106 6,944 4,821 906 629 11.5 -486 -337 -6.5 

1b Cohesion for 
growth and 
management 

45,487 31,577 37,790 26,234 5,869 4,074 14.8 6,058 4,206 19.1 

 

35. Overall expenditure in this category for commitments is €122 million under 
the Financial Perspective ceiling. 

36. The change in commitment appropriations in category 1a is largely 
accounted for by increases in funding for programmes which the 
Commission considers to be integral to the Lisbon Agenda. These include 
the following: 

• 7th Research Framework Programme (increase of €165 million or 3.1%); 

• Competitiveness and Innovation Programme (increase of €134 million or 
52.5%); 

• Trans-European Networks (increase of €129 million or 17.7%); 

• Lifelong Learning (increase of €207 million or 29.6%); 

• Nuclear Decommissioning (increase of €101 million or 70.4%); in 
addition the PDB includes the following which the Commission has not 
linked directly to the Lisbon Strategy 

• Marco Polo programme (increase of €21 million or 60.0%). 

37. The Government write that the decrease in payment appropriations in this 
category suggests that the Commission has recognised the need to set 
payment levels for research funding which properly reflect implementation 
capacity. As a result there are decreases for: 

• 7th Research Framework Programme (decrease of €262 million or 
46.5%); 

• Trans-European Networks (decrease of €325 million or 46.4%); and 

• Research for specific programmes such as Aeronautics and Space or 
Research and Training actions under Euratom Treaty (decrease of €262 
million or 46.5%). 

38. The increases in category 1b are the result of a new generation of Structural 
and Cohesion programmes agreed as part of the new Financial Perspective. 
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We have considered the Commission’s proposals15 for these as part our 
scrutiny role and cleared them from scrutiny on 25 April 2006. Political 
agreement was given in Council on 5 May 2006. 

39. During our consideration of these proposals we wrote16 to the Government 
supporting the fact that the new funds will result in increases in funding for 
the poorest Member States. However, we expressed concern that the 
continuing complexity of these programmes would not help the 
improvements in financial management which Member States and the 
Commission are striving for17. We remain concerned that the complexity 
of the agreements underpinning the structural funds will make strict 
and proper financial management very difficult. We are currently 
considering this issue in more detail as part of an inquiry into the 
financial management of European funds. 

40. As we have noted in previous reports, we support moves to tip the balance of 
receipts from the budget in favour of the poorest Member States where they 
can add the most value18. The 19.1% increase in payments in this category 
would largely be paid to beneficiaries in such Member States. The Minister 
notes in his written evidence to us that that the Government will seek to 
ensure that the amount put forward for payments is realistic given the 
implementation capacity of the new Member States (p 4) we assume that any 
deferment of Romanian or Bulgarian accession would lead, via an amending 
budget, to substantial reductions in such expenditure in 2007.  

41. We continue to support the principle of increasing the receipts 
accruing to the poorest Member States as this is where European 
money can add the most value. We would oppose any attempt to cut 
the agreed expenditure accruing to existing new Member States over 
the period of the Financial Perspective.  

42. However, to ensure that sound budgetary principles are adhered to 
and to prevent money being spent on ineffective or inefficient 
programmes annual expenditure should be authorised on the basis of 
a realistic assessment of how much can be effectively implemented in 
the new Member States under this category.  

Heading 2: Preservation and management of natural resources 

2007 PDB Change 2006–2007 

Commitments Payments Commitments Payments 

 

€ £ € £ € £ % € £ % 

2 Preservation and 
management of 
natural resources 
(CAP) 

57,218 39,720 55,683 38,655 667 463 1.2 244 170 0.4 

 Of which market 
related expenditure 
and direct payments 

43,684 30,325 43,408 30,134 364 252 0.8 88 61 0.2 

                                                                                                                                     
15  EM 7177/06, 8216/06, 8218/06 
16  See Appendix 2 
17  Letter to Malcom Wicks MP dated 26 April 2006 
18  Sixth Report of session 2004–05 (HL Paper 62) 
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43. Proposed commitments in this area leave a margin of €1133 million under 
the Financial Perspective ceiling. 

44. In the Explanatory memorandum on the Provisional Draft Budget, the 
Government write that the change to commitments in this category result 
firstly from the full implementation of the 2003 CAP reform; and secondly 
from the continued phasing in of new Member States’ increasing agricultural 
Expenditure commitments. The change to payments results, largely, from 
the reform of the Common Fisheries Policy. As a result of this reform, the 
European Fisheries Fund sees an increase of €241 million or 40.4%. 

45. This heading remains the largest category in the budget. We have argued in 
previous reports against the continued predominance of the Common 
Agricultural Policy19. We welcome the indications that the 
predominance of the CAP in the Budget will be re-considered as part 
of the proposed review in 2008–09. 

Heading 3: Freedom, Security, Justice and Citizenship 

2007 PDB Change 2006–2007 

Commitments Payments Commitments Payments 

 

€ £ € £ € £ % € £ % 

3 Citizenship, 
Freedom, 
Security and 
Justice 

1,174 815 1,107 768 14 9 1.2 -52 -36 -4.4 

3a Freedom, 
security and 
justice 

571 396 427 296 22 15 4.0 -106 -74 -19.9 

3b Citizenship 603 419 680 472 -8 -6 -1.4 55 39 8.9 

 

46. Proposed Commitments in this area leave a margin of €99 million under the 
Financial Perspective ceiling. 

47. Under Heading 3a there are proposed increases to Commitments in line with 
The Hague Action Programme. These include: 

• €58 million for the Securing and Safeguarding Liberties Programme; and 

• €72 million for the Fundamental Rights and Justice Programme. 

48. In addition there are further commitments to “Other Actions and 
Programmes” and an increase of €21 million or 40.1% to external agencies. 
Some mitigation of these increases comes in a decrease to the funding for the 
Solidarity and Management of Migration Flows programme as funding for 
external border measures will be replaced by the External Borders Fund from 
January 2007. 

49. Under Heading 3b there are increases in payments resulting from the 
commencement of new programmes designed to foster mutual 

                                                                                                                                     
19  European Union Committee, 6th Report (2004–05): Future Financing of the European Union (HL 62) 
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understanding and a shared European identity. This includes €42 million for 
Culture 2007 and €116 million for Youth in Action. 

50. The majority of the decrease in commitments comes from a reduction in the 
funding for the Public health and Consumer Protection Programme of 
€19 million or 22.7%. 

Heading 4: The EU as a global partner 

2007 PDB Change 2006–2007 

Commitments Payments Commitments Payments 

 

€ £ € £ € £ % € £ % 

4 EU as a global 
partner 

6,703 4,653 7,447 5,170 -1,697 -1,179 -20.2 -1,192 -827 -13.8 

 

51. Proposed commitments in this area leave a margin of €110 million under the 
Financial Perspective ceiling. 

52. Of note here are commitment decreases of €1692 million or 57.2% in the 
Instrument for Pre-accession to reflect the expected accession of Romania 
and Bulgaria; a €299 million or 12.2% decrease in funding for the 
Development Cooperation and Economic Cooperation Instrument; and a 
€113 million or 85.4% increase in funds available for the new Instrument for 
Stability. This Instrument is designed to deliver an adequate response to 
instability and crises and to longer term challenges with a stability or security 
aspect. 

53. There are also payment decreases to the Instrument for Pre-Accession 
following the accessions in 2004; to the Development Cooperation and 
Economic Cooperation Instrument; and a €122 million or 10.1% decrease 
for the European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument. 

54. Under this expenditure heading, the Minister notes that despite significant 
increases in 2006 amounts available for Common Foreign and Security 
policy and for assistance to sugar protocol countries the level appears to fall 
short of needs in 2007. The Minister continues that the Government will 
seek “reprioritisation … to meet urgent needs in these areas”. This was 
clarified in the oral evidence session when we were told that the Government 
are seeking to bring “forward the financial flows in order to meet the 
commitments that are already made” (Q 26). 

55. The Minister also writes that the Government will seek to ensure that the 
Commission makes sufficient resources available to support development 
needs in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

56. The Union should not make commitments without considering and 
accepting their budgetary consequences. If funding of existing 
commitments under this Heading will require additional 2007 
expenditure we would support the Government’s call for appropriate 
adjustment. We endorse the undesirability of financial constraint on 
crucial development assistance in Iraq and Afghanistan. 
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Heading 5: Administration 

2007 PDB Change 2006–2007 

Commitments Payments Commitments Payments 

 

€ £ € £ € £ % € £ % 

5 Administration 7,002 4,861 7,002 4,861 398 277 6.0 398 277 6.0 

 

57. Commitments under this heading leave a €113 million margin below the 
Financial Perspective ceiling. 

58. The 6% increase in resources is intended to provide for an additional 903 
posts. Enlargement is the single most important reason given for this increase 
in staffing: 13 of the positions will be devoted to language services, and 230 
new posts are budgeted for to prepare for the accession of Romania and 
Bulgaria. 

59. The Minister notes in the Explanatory Memorandum that the Government 
will examine these proposals fully to ensure that they are based on genuine 
need and reflect efficiency savings and economies of scale. In his oral 
evidence to us he told us that “it is certainly the case that bearing down on 
the administrative budgets of the Union and the Commission is a very 
important part of our work” (Q 25). 

60. We consider the Economic Secretary’s commitment to review the 
Commission’s proposals for additional administrative resources to be 
appropriate. Additional administrative resources should indeed be 
scrutinised to ensure that they represent value for money and reflect 
efficiencies and economies of scale. 

Heading 6: Compensations 

2007 PDB Change 2006–2007 

Commitments Payments Commitments Payments 

 

€ £ € £ € £ % € £ % 

6 Compensations 445 309 445 309 -629 -437 -58.6 -629 -437 -58.6 

 

61. Expenditure in this heading leaves a margin of €0.35 below the Financial 
Perspective ceiling. 
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CHAPTER 4: SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 

How the Budget is decided and the Committee’s role 

62. In previous reports on the annual budget we have supported Activity Based 
Budgeting and continue to do so now. (paragraph 12) 

The Seven Year Financial Programme: Financial Perspective 2007–13 

63. We fully support the proposed comprehensive review of the budget to be 
held in 2008–09. It is vital that the review fully assesses, on the basis of 
factual evidence, every aspect of European revenue and expenditure 
including the Common Agricultural Policy and the UK’s abatement. 
(paragraph 24) 

64. We welcome the fact that an agreement was reached within a timescale 
which did not prejudice negotiations on the 2007 Budget. (paragraph 26) 

The 2007 Preliminary Draft Budget 

65. We remain concerned that the complexity of the agreements underpinning 
the structural funds will make strict and proper financial management very 
difficult. We are currently considering this issue in more detail as part of an 
inquiry into the financial management of European funds. (paragraph 39) 

66. We continue to support the principle of increasing the receipts accruing to 
the poorest Member States as this is where European money can add the 
most value. We would oppose any attempt to cut the agreed expenditure 
accruing to existing new Member States over the period of the Financial 
Perspective. (paragraph 41) 

67. However, to ensure that sound budgetary principles are adhered to and to 
prevent money being spent on ineffective or inefficient programmes annual 
expenditure should be authorised on the basis of a realistic assessment of 
how much can be effectively implemented in the new Member States under 
this category. (paragraph 42) 

68. We welcome the indications that the predominance of the CAP in the 
Budget will be re-considered as part of the proposed review in 2008–09. 
(paragraph 45) 

69. The Union should not make commitments without considering and 
accepting their budgetary consequences. If funding of existing commitments 
under Heading 4 will require additional 2007 expenditure we would support 
the Government’s call for appropriate adjustment. We endorse the 
undesirability of financial constraint on crucial development assistance in 
Iraq and Afghanistan. (paragraph 56) 

70. We consider the Economic Secretary’s commitment to review the 
Commission’s proposals for additional administrative resources to be 
appropriate. Additional administrative resources should indeed be scrutinised 
to ensure that they represent value for money and reflect efficiencies and 
economies of scale. (paragraph 60) 
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APPENDIX 1: SUB-COMMITTEE A (ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL 
AFFAIRS, AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE) 

Sub-Committee A 

The members of the Sub-Committee which conducted this inquiry were: 
Lord Blackwell 
Lord Cobbold 
Lord Inglewood 
Lord Jones 
Lord Jordan 
Lord Kerr of Kinlochard 
Lord Maclennan of Rogart 
Lord Radice (Chairman) 
Lord Steinberg 
Lord Watson of Richmond 

Declaration of Interests 

A full list of Members’ interest can be found in the Register of Lords Interests: 
http://www.publications/parliament.uk/pa/ld/ldreg.htm  

 

Members declared the following interests as relevant to this inquiry: 

Lord Blackwell 
Non-executive Director, Smartstream Technologies Ltd 
Non-executive Director, Slough Estates plc 
Non-executive Director, Standard Life Assurance 
Chairman, Interserve plc (25 April 2006) 
Non-executive Board Member, Office of Fair Trading 
Special Advisor, KPMG Corporate Finance 
Chairman and Director of the Centre for Policy Studies (Independent ‘Think 
Tank’) 
 

Lord Cobbold 
Beneficial owner of part of the Knebworth Estate in Hertfordshire including 
residential properties, tenant farmland, woodlands, park and formal gardens 
 

Lord Inglewood 
Chairman, Carr’s Milling Industries plc (4 October 2005) 
Farmer  
Hutton-in-the-Forest Estate (farmland including residential property in 
Cumbria) 
Wythop Estate (farmland including residential property in Cumbria) 
Owner Hutton-in-the-Forest (historic house open to the public) 
Court of Lancaster University 
Trustee, Elton Estate, Cambridgeshire 
Trustee, Raby Estates, Co. Durham and Shropshire 
Trustee, Thoresby Estate, Nottinghamshire 
Trustee, Calvert Trust 
Trustee, Settle-Carlisle Railway Trust 
Trustee, Whitehaven Community Trust Ltd 
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Lord Jones 

No relevant interests 
 

Lord Jordan 
No relevant interests 
 

Lord Kerr of Kinlochard 
Chairman of Court and Council, Imperial College 
Hon. President of the Universities Association for Contemporary European 
Studies 
Member of the Council of the Centre for European Reform 
Member of the Council of the Royal Institute of International Affairs 
 

Lord Maclennan of Rogart 
 I am the joint-owner with my wife of a working farm. Periodic payments are 
received for partial grazing lets. The farm itself yields income directly to my 
wife and myself. 
 

Lord Radice 
Board Member, European Movement 
Chairman, British Association for Central and Eastern Europe 
Chairman, Franco-British Council 
Trustee, Franco-British Council 
 

Lord Steinberg 
Non-executive Chairman, Stanley Leisure plc 
Non-executive Chairman of Empire Online 
Stanley Leisure 11% 
Member of Advisory Board of University of Salford 
Hon. Doctorate by the University of Salford 
President, Manchester Jewish Federation 
Joint Hon. Life President, U.J.I.A 
Trustee of Belfast Hebrew Congregation 
Trustee, Crimestoppers 
Trustee of British W.I.Z.O (charity) 
Member, British Casino Association 
Vice Chairman of the Parliamentary Committee against anti-Semitism 
Trustee, Belfast Hebrew Congregation 
Trustee, Wilbraham Road (Manchester) Trust Limited 
 

Lord Watson of Richmond 
Chairman of Cambridge University Foundation 
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APPENDIX 2: LETTER FROM LORD GRENFELL TO MALCOLM 
WICKS MP, MINISTER OF STATE FOR ENERGY, DTI 

Thank you very much for your Explanatory Memorandum of 11 April dealing with 
8216/06, 7177/06 and 8218/06 which was considered by Sub-Committee A at 
their meeting on 25 April. 

Whilst the Committee appreciate the fast moving nature of these negotiations, 
there was some concern that the timing of your Explanatory Memorandum would 
not have allowed for proper Parliamentary scrutiny of these Proposals had they 
been considered, as you indicate, on 25 April. As a result, we were pleased to 
receive information from your officials that Council consideration had been 
delayed. 

On the distribution of Structural Funds between rich and poor Member States, 
the Committee were pleased to see the large increase in funding for the ten new 
States plus the two applicant countries. We note with satisfaction that the 
Government continued to push for such an allocation of the Funds. 

On the management of the Structural Funds, you describe some simplifications 
which have been achieved. We note that you did not support, and the Council has 
not accepted, the Commission’s proposal that, in order to improve financial 
control it should be given increased discretion to withhold funds in cases of doubt 
or suspicion. We would appreciate a fuller explanation of your rejection of tighter 
controls, along the lines proposed by the Commission. 

The Committee noted the dates mentioned in paragraph 44 of your Explanatory 
Memorandum. We assume that they are the result of an administrative oversight. 

I am copying this letter to Jimmy Hood MP, Chairman of the Commons 
Committee; Simon Patrick, Clerk to the Commons Committee; Michael 
Carpenter, Legal Adviser to the Commons Committee; Les Saunders, Cabinet 
Office; Mark Edwards, European Union Scrutiny and Infractions Branch and Kate 
Alexander, European Union Coordination and Strategy Team, HM Treasury and 
Alison Bailey, Scrutiny Coordinator, DTI. 
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APPENDIX 3: SUPPLEMENTARY EVIDENCE FROM THE ECONOMIC 
SECRETARY TO HM TREASURY, ED BALLS MP 

Clarification from Ed Balls MP following his oral evidence session on 20 June 
2006. 

1. Commission Posts 

Lord Cobbold asked whether the 903 new posts proposed by the Commission 
were justified given that only 230 were associated with Bulgarian and Romanian 
accession and only 13 were devoted to language services. 

The Commission has proposed 853 permanent and 50 external posts. Of the 853 
permanent posts, the Commission attaches 610 to 2004 enlargement, 230 to 
Bulgarian and Romanian accession and 13 to linguistic requirements outside of 
enlargement. Of the 50 external positions, 30 are justified by 2004 enlargement 
and 20 by the 2007 enlargement. These external positions are mainly related to 
representation offices in new Member States. 

The Commission justifies the continued need for 2004 enlargement posts by 
claiming that the number of posts granted by the Budgetary Authority to date 
(2 680) is insufficient to ensure the proper functioning of the enlarged Union with 
the full application of policies, rules and programmes. The Commission had 
always planned to phase in its recruitment process over five years, and 2004 
enlargement related growth is expected to continue until 2008. 

The Commission has provided the following table to outline how it intends to 
distribute the total 3 320 staff for the 2004 enlargement (officials and external 
staff) and more specifically the 640 (610 permanent & 30 external) new staff total 
for next year. 

 

Operating budget 
(Heading 5) excluding 

research 

Additional human 
resources 2007 for 

accession, by groups of 
policy 

New human resources for 
accession, including external 

staff, by groups of policy 
(2003–2007) 

Agriculture and fisheries 33 209 

Structural and cohesion
actions 

36 267 

Internal policies 421 1430 

External policies 13 70 

Language services * 42 1 244 

Support services and 
coordination ** 

95 466 

Pre-accession 0 -366 

Total 640 3320 

 

The 230 permanent posts and 20 external posts for the accession of Bulgaria and 
Romania are mainly justified by the need to grow the linguistic and 
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communication sectors (translation, interpretation & press representations) in 
order to reach a satisfactory level of operation in the months following accession. 

The 13 new posts devoted to language services, but not related to enlargement, are 
justified by the need for specialists in the legal and linguistic departments following 
the change in status of the Irish language. 

The Government supports EU enlargement and believes it is right that the UK 
should pay it fair share towards its cost. It is to be expected that an important part 
of these costs relate to the creation of new posts needed for the proper functioning 
of an enlarged European Union. However, we will be closely examining all of the 
Commission’s staff proposals to ensure that these are based on genuine need, 
reflect efficiency savings, economies of scale and can be accommodated under the 
ceiling for Heading 5. 

The Government have been considering whether to call for the re-balancing of 
areas of expenditure in Heading 4 (EU as a Global partner) – to bring forward 
expenditure where needs were likely to be greater than the Commission estimated 
in 2007 and put back expenditure where needs might materialise later than 
anticipated. I can confirm that we would not expect such an adjustment (which 
would be modest in scale) to have significant staffing implications. 

2. UK Contributions and the UK abatement 

The Government’s position on UK contributions to the European Communities 
Budget, and in particular the UK abatement, is as I outlined to the Committee on 
20 June. In summary: 

• It is right that the UK pays its fair share towards the cost of the 
enlargement of the EU. This is to be achieved by the factoring out of 
economic development spending in new Member States from the 
calculation of the UK abatement. The process of factoring out economic 
development spending in new Member States (disapplication) will begin 
in 2009. This is the only area which will no longer be included in the 
calculations of the UK abatement. 

• The new Own Resources mechanisms will, for the first time, ensure that 
UK contributions are similar to those of Member States of comparable 
size and wealth, such as France and Italy. (Between 1995 and 2004, UK 
net contributions were two and a half times higher than those of France 
and Italy.) 

• Obviously there is a technical process which needs to be completed in 
order to accurately convert the December Council Conclusions into a 
legal Own Resources text. This process is on going and is on track for 
implementation of the new Own Resources Decision in January 2009. It 
is these negotiations which appear to have been reported in the press. 

3. The Own Resources Decision 

The Own Resources Decision (ORD) lays down four sources of Community 
revenue and also includes provision for the UK abatement. The sources of 
Community revenue are: 

• Customs duties, including those on agricultural products 

• Sugar levies 
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• VAT-based contributions 

• GNI-based contributions 

The first two are known as Traditional Own Resources (TOR). 

Payments are made to the EC Budget on a twice monthly basis. VAT and GNI-
based contributions are made on the first working day of each month. This 
payment also encompasses the UK abatement, which serves to reduce the size of 
these contributions for the UK. TOR payments are made on the first working day 
after the 19th of each month. 

Total VAT-based and GNI-based contributions and the UK abatement are as 
shown in the Adopted EC Budget or any subsequent amending Budgets. 
Payments will be made in 12/ths or a proportion thereof. Because of the high level 
of CAP payments which are made out of the EC Budget in the first quarter of the 
year (January to March) Regulations allow the European Commission to call up 
additional VAT-based and GNI-based contributions, up to two additional 12/ths 
of each, so that in the first quarter we may pay up to 5/12ths of each of these 
elements. Whatever draw-forward is made for VAT/GNI also applies to the UK 
abatement. After the first quarter payments will be in 12/ths or less so that over the 
course of the year a Member State pays exactly the amount shown in the Adopted 
or Amending Budgets 

TOR payments are made on the basis of what Member States collect, less 25% in 
respect of collection costs, and they do not have to meet the estimate for TOR 
given in the EC Budget. The TOR payment in one month relates to duties two 
months previously, e.g. the payment made in June related to April duties. 

If it appears that there will be shortfall/surplus in Member States TOR 
contributions compared to the estimate shown in the EC Budget then it would be 
possible for the Commission to introduce an Amending Budget to increase/reduce 
revenue from GNI-based contributions, the balancing item for the budget. 

UK payments are made into a European Commission bank account held in the 
UK. This account is held with the Office of the Paymaster General and is 
administered on behalf of the European Commission by the Exchequer Funds 
Accounts Team here in the Treasury. 

UK contributions are made direct from the Consolidated Fund. These payments 
are made in accordance with section 2(3) of the European Communities Act 1972. 
Section 2(3) contains the authority for the UK to meet its obligations towards 
financing the EC Budget. 

Any surplus in one year’s budget from either under spending on the budget and/or 
higher than expected TOR receipts is refunded in the following year in an 
Amending Budget which reduces the amount of revenue required from Member 
States to fund that year’s budget. This reduces Member States GNI-based 
contributions. 
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APPENDIX 4: GLOSSARY 

Abatement/rebate – amendment of budgetary contributions whereby a Member 
State (for example the UK) receives a reduction in its contributions or money back 
from the budget to correct perceived or actual budgetary imbalances. 

Activity-based Budgeting – classification of budget expenditure into distinct 
Policy Areas with associated “Activities”, each accompanied by SMART objectives 
(Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time-bound), performance 
indicators and evaluation measures. 

Annual Policy Strategy – defines the framework and guidelines for the 
budgetary and legislative cycle. Following adoption of the strategy, the cycle moves 
on to the preparation of the Preliminary Draft Budget and the Inter-Institutional 
Dialogue. 

CAP – Common Agricultural Policy. 

Commitment appropriations – total cost of legal obligations which can be 
entered into during the current year, for activities which will lead to payments in 
the current and future years. 

Common Foreign and Security Policy – EU wide policy with the aim to 
safeguard common values, strengthen the security of the Union, preserve peace 
and strengthen international security, promote international cooperation and to 
develop and consolidate democracy and the rule of law. 

Compulsory and non-compulsory expenditure – Community expenditure is 
regarded as either ‘compulsory’ or ‘non-compulsory’. Compulsory expenditure is 
that which results from the Treaty or from acts adopted in accordance with the 
Treaty and mainly includes agricultural guarantee expenditure. All other 
expenditure is classified as non-compulsory, and the European Parliament has the 
final say in determining the amount and pattern of non-compulsory expenditure. 

EC – European Communities. 

EU – European Union. 

EURATOM Treaty – Treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy 
Community, with the aim to pool knowledge, infrastructure and funding of 
nuclear energy. It ensures the security of atomic energy supply within the 
framework of a centralised monitoring system. 

Financial Perspective – the framework for Community expenditure over a 
period of seven years. 

GDP – Gross Domestic Product is the sum of value added by all resident 
producers plus any product taxes (less subsidies) not included in the valuation of 
output. 

GNI – Gross National Income is the sum of GDP at market prices plus net 
primary income from the rest of the world. GNI has widely replaced Gross 
National Product (GNP) as an indicator of wealth. 

Inter-Institutional Agreement – political and legally binding agreement 
between the European Institutions on such issues as the Community’s budgetary 
procedure. 

Lisbon Agenda – goal of the EU becoming “the most dynamic and competitive 
knowledge-based economy in the world” by 2010. Our 28th Report (2005–06): A 
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European Strategy for Jobs and Growth, (HL 137) examines the Lisbon Agenda in 
depth. 

Marco Polo Programme – main goal to reduce road congestion and improve the 
environmental performance of the whole transport system be shifting freight from 
road transport to short sea, rail and inland waterway transport. 

Own Resources Decision – the legal agreement setting out the sources of 
Community revenue or “own resources”. 

Payment appropriations – actual transfers of cash from the Community Budget 
to creditors during the current year, resulting from commitments made in the 
current or previous years. 

PDB – Preliminary Draft Budget. 

7th research Framework programme – to gain European leadership in key 
areas through co-operation of industry and research institutions. 

Sugar protocol countries – trade agreement of indefinite duration between the 
EU and the 19 African, Caribbean and Pacific states that guarantees access to the 
EU market for fixed quantities of ACP sugar at preferential prices. 

Trans European networks – freedom of movement within the EU for goods, 
persons and services by integrating land, sea and air transport infrastructures and 
networks throughout the Community. 
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APPENDIX 5: REPORTS 

Recent Reports from the Select Committee 

Scrutinising EU Legislation – Public Awareness of the Role of the House of Lords 
(32nd Report session 2005–06, HL Paper 179) 

Annual Report 2005 (25th Report session 2005–06, HL Paper 123) 

The Future Financing of the Common Agricultural Policy (2nd Report session 
2005–06, HL Paper 7) 

Annual Report 2004 (32nd Report session 2003–04, HL Paper 186) 

Session 2005–2006 Reports prepared by Sub-Committee A 

A European Strategy for Jobs and Growth (28th Report, HL Paper 137) 

The World Trade Organization: The Hong Kong Ministerial 13th – 18th 
December 2005 (17th Report, HL Paper 77) 

The 2006 EC Budget (5th Report, HL Paper 22) 

Other Relevant Reports prepared by Sub-Committee A 

Future Financing of the European Union (6th Report session 2004–05, HL Paper 
62) 

Evidence from the Financial Secretary on the proposed reforms of the Stability 
and Growth Pact (7th Report session 2004–05, HL Paper 74) 

The 2005 EU Budget (21st Report session 2003–04, HL Paper 131) 

The World Trade Organization: the role of the EU post-Cancún (16th Report 
session 2003–04, HL Paper 104) 

Evidence from the Financial Secretary on the Stability and Growth Pact and the 
European Central Bank (14th Report session 2003–04, HL Paper 88) 
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Minutes of Evidence
TAKEN BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON THE EUROPEAN UNION)

(SUB-COMMITTEE A)

TUESDAY 20 JUNE 2006

Present Cobbold, L Maclennan of Rogart, L (Acting Chairman)
Inglewood, L Steinberg, L
Jones, L Watson of Richmond, L

Explanatory memorandum by HM Treasury (unnumbered document dated 23 May 2006)

PRELIMINARY DRAFT BUDGET OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES FOR THE
FINANCIAL YEAR 2007

Commission Proposals

1. The Preliminary Draft Budget (PDB) sets out the Commission’s proposals for European Community
expenditure for 2007. It represents the first stage in the annual budget procedure1, and provides the basis for
subsequent negotiations between the two arms of the Budgetary Authority (the Council and the European
Parliament), which will result in the adoption of the 2007 General Budget in December.

2. The context for each year’s PDB is determined by the multi-annual Financial Perspective (FP), which sets
out annual ceilings for five broad expenditure categories. The PDB for 2007 will be the first of the new FP for
2007–13.

3. The 2007 PDB is presented in Activity Based Budgeting (ABB) format. ABB seeks to tie budgetary resources
to clear policy objectives, together with appropriate performance indicators and evaluation measures.
Negotiations on the 2007 budget will be conducted on the basis of ABB documentation.

4. We expect the PDB to be published in 10 volumes, covering a General Introduction, a General Statement
of Revenue, and expenditure proposals for nine separate EU institutions (European Parliament, Council,
Commission, Court of Justice, Court of Auditors, Economic and Social Committee, Committee of the
Regions, European Ombudsman, European Data Protection Supervisor). In addition, we expect the
Commission to publish two sets of Working Documents, known as Activity Statements and Financial
Statements. These present specific objectives, planned outputs, and performance measures at the level of
individual budget lines as well as higher level activity areas, in line with ABB.

Summary of Figures

5. For commitment appropriations, the PDB proposes a total of ƒ126,824 million2. This represents a rise of
ƒ5,527 million, or 4.6 per cent, over 2006. The margin remaining under the global FP ceiling for commitments
is ƒ1,577 million.

6. For payment appropriations, the PDB proposes a total of ƒ116,418 million. This represents a rise of ƒ4,342
million, or 3.9 per cent over 2006 levels. The margin remaining under the global FP ceiling is ƒ7,448 million.
The proposed level of payments is equivalent to 0.99 per cent of EU Gross National Income (GNI), lower than
in 2006 when it was 1.00 per cent of EU GNI and significantly below the ceiling of 1.24 per cent set by the Own
Resources Decision.

7. Compulsory expenditure accounts for ƒ45,571 million of total commitment appropriations and ƒ45,561
million of total payment appropriations. For Non-Compulsory expenditure, commitments appropriations
total ƒ81,253 million and payment appropriations total ƒ70,957 million. There is a global decrease in
1 Terms in italics are explained in the glossary (Annex 2).
2 For Sterling equivalents of key figures quoted, please refer to the tables in Annex 1.
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Compulsory expenditure of 1 per cent for commitments and 0.8 per cent for payments. There is a global
increase in Non-compulsory expenditure by 7.3 per cent for commitments and 7.8 per cent for payments.

8. Tables summarising the key figures of the 2007 PDB are provided in Annex 1 (in both Euros and Sterling)

Detail by Expenditure Heading

9. For Heading 1a (Competitiveness for growth and employment) the PDB proposes ƒ8,796 million for
commitments and ƒ6,943 million for payments. This represents an increase of ƒ906 million, or 11.5 per cent,
for commitments and a decrease of ƒ486 million, or 6.5 per cent, for payments over 2006 levels. The change
in commitment appropriations is largely accounted for by increases in programmes which the Commission
considers crucial to the implementation of the Lisbon Strategy. These include:

— Seventh Research Framework Programme (increased by ƒ165 million, or 3.1 per cent, against
2006 levels).

— Competitiveness and Innovation Programme (CI; increased by ƒ134 million, or 52.5 per cent).

— Trans-European Networks (TENS; increased by ƒ129 million or 17.7 per cent).

— Lifelong Learning (increase by ƒ207 million or 29.6 per cent).

— Nuclear Decommissioning (increased by ƒ101 million or 70.4 per cent).

Also noteworthy is a new commitment of ƒ100 million to the Galileo programme, and a ƒ21 million, or
60.0 per cent, increase to the Marco Polo programme. The change in payment appropriations is accounted for
by a decrease in:

— Seventh Research Framework Programme (decreased by ƒ302 million or 7.1 per cent).

— TENs (decreased by ƒ325 million or 46.4 per cent).

— Research Programme (decreased by ƒ262 million or 46.5 per cent).

The above suggest the Commission has recognised the need to set payment levels for research funding which
properly reflect implementation capacity.

10. For Heading 1b (Cohesion for growth & employment) the PDB proposes a commitment of ƒ45,487
million and payments of ƒ37,790 million. These represent increases to commitments of ƒ5,869 million, or 14.8
per cent, and to payments of ƒ6,057 million, or 19.1 per cent, against 2006 levels. This leaves a small margin
of ƒ0.4 million below the ceiling for commitments. These commitment and payment increases result from a
new generation of Structural and Cohesion programmes agreed in the new FP, providing increased payments
to New Member States. Overall, expenditure in Heading 1 (Sustainable Growth) is therefore ƒ54,283 million
for commitments and ƒ44,733 million for payments, leaving a margin of ƒ122 million under the FP ceiling
for commitments.

11. For Heading 2 (Preservation and Management of Natural Resources) the PDB proposes a commitment
of ƒ57,218 million and payments of ƒ55,683 million. These represent increases ƒ667 million, or 1.2 per cent,
and ƒ244 million, or 0.4 per cent respectively compared to 2006. This leaves a margin of ƒ1,133 million under
the ceiling for commitments. The change to commitments results mainly from a full implementation of the
2003 CAP reform3, as well as the continued phasing in of new member states, increasing Agricultural
Expenditure commitments (Market Related Expenditure and Direct Aids) by ƒ364 million, or 0.8 per cent,
against 2006 levels. It also stems form continued implementation of modulation (ƒ984 million in 2007 PDB)
largely as a result of which, commitments for Rural Development have increased by ƒ360 million, or 3.0 per
cent, respective to 2006. The change in payment appropriations for this heading comes mainly from an
increase in the European Fisheries Fund by ƒ241 million, or 40.4 per cent, as a result of the continuing
implementation of the reform of the Common Fisheries Policy.

12. For Heading 3a (Freedom, Security & Justice) the PDB proposes commitments of ƒ571.3 million and
payments of ƒ427 million. These represent an increase to commitments of ƒ22 million, or 4.0 per cent, and
a decrease to payments of ƒ106 million, or 19.9 per cent, against 2006 levels. This leaves a margin below the
ceiling of ƒ66 million. In line with the strategic priorities outlined by the Hague Action Programme, the PDB
foresees increases to commitments for a number of programmes, including:

— ƒ58 million for the Security and Safeguarding Liberties programme.

— ƒ72 million for the Fundamental Rights and Justice programme.
3 2003 CAP reform introduced the decoupling of payments from production.
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These increases are compounded by the commitment to Other Actions and Programmes under this Heading
and by the cost of external agencies. ƒ73 million is allocated to pay for the latter, representing an increase of
ƒ21 million, or 40.1 per cent, against 2006 levels. These increases are partially oVset by a decrease in
commitment to the Solidarity and Management of Migration Flows programme, as funding for external
border measures will be replaced by the External Borders Fund from January 2007.

The decrease in payments is also largely due to the decrease in funding for the Solidarity and Management of
Migration Flows programme of ƒ191 million, or 47.5 per cent, against 2006 levels.

13. For Heading 3b (Citizenship) the PDB proposes commitments of ƒ603 million and payments of
ƒ680 million. These represent a decrease of ƒ8 million, or 1.4 per cent, for commitments, and an increase of
ƒ55 million, or 8.9 per cent, for payments, against 2006 levels. This leaves a margin below the ceiling for
commitments of ƒ33 million. The bulk of the decrease in commitments comes from a decrease in funding for
Public Health and Consumer Protection Programme of ƒ19 million, or 22.7 per cent, against 2006 levels. The
increase in payments is largely due to new programmes due to start in 2007, which aim at fostering mutual
understanding and a shared European Identity, including:

— ƒ42 million for Culture 2007.

— ƒ116 million for Youth in Action.

The increase in payments to the Enlargement programme of ƒ33 million, or 32.7 per cent, compound these
increases.

Overall, expenditure in Heading 3 (Citizenship, Freedom, Security and Justice) is therefore ƒ1,174 million for
commitments and ƒ1,107 million for payments. This represents an increase in commitments of ƒ14 million,
or 1.2 per cent, and a decrease in payments of ƒ51 million, or 4.4 per cent, against 2006 levels. This leaves a
margin of ƒ99 million under the FP ceiling for commitments.

14. For Heading 4 (The EU as a Global Partner) the PDB proposes commitments of ƒ6,703 million and
payments of ƒ7,447 million. These represent a decrease in commitments of ƒ1,698 million, or 20.2 per cent,
and a decrease in payments of ƒ1,191 million, or 13.8 per cent, against 2006 levels. This leaves a margin of
ƒ110 million below the financial perspective ceiling. Noteworthy changes to commitments include:

— ƒ1,692 million, or 57.2 per cent, decrease for the Instrument for Pre-Accession (reflecting the
expected accession of Bulgaria and Romania).

— ƒ299 million, or 12.2 per cent, decrease for the Development Cooperation and Economic
Cooperation Instrument.

— ƒ113 million, or 85.4 per cent, increase in the Instrument for Stability.

The Instrument for Stability is a new instrument described by the Commission as designed to deliver “an
adequate response to instability and crises and to longer term challenges with a stability or security aspect”.

Noteworthy changes to payments include:

— ƒ644 million, or 18.9 per cent, decrease for the Instrument for Pre-Accession (due to the phasing out
of payments to the member states which joined the EU in 2004).

— ƒ122 million, or 10.1 per cent, decrease for the European Neighbourhood and Partnership
Instrument.

— ƒ192 million, or 8.2 per cent, decrease to Development Cooperation and Economic Cooperation
Instrument.

15. For Heading 5 (Administration) the PDB proposes commitments and payments of ƒ7,002 million. These
represent increases of ƒ399 million, or 6.0 per cent, against 2006 levels. This leaves a margin for commitments
of ƒ113 million below the ceiling. The increase in resources is intended to provide for an increase of 903 posts.
Thirteen new posts will be devoted to language services, but as in 2006, enlargement remains the single most
important reason given for this increase. 230 new posts are budgeted for to prepare for the accession of
Romania and Bulgaria.

16. For Heading 6 (Compensation) the PDB proposes commitments and payments of ƒ445 million. These
represent decreases of ƒ629 million, or 58.6 per cent, against 2006 levels. This leaves a margin for
commitments of ƒ0.35 million below the ceiling. This heading covers Cash-Flow and Schengen Facilities,
agreed during the accession negotiations with Bulgaria and Romania. They are intended to help improve cash-
flow in the national budgets; and as a temporary instrument to finance control actions at the new external
borders of the Union.
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Ministerial Responsibility

17. Treasury Ministers are responsible for the Government’s policy on the budget of the European
Communities. Other Ministers have interests in those parts of the budget that are of relevance to their
departments.

Legal and Procedural Issues

18. Legal basis: the PDB is presented under Article 272 of the EC Treaty.

19. European Parliament procedure: The European Parliament (EP) participates fully in the budgetary
process and formally adopts the budget. The EP votes by a majority of its members, or a three-fifths majority
of the votes cast, depending on the circumstances. The EP has final say in setting the level of non-compulsory
expenditure.

20. Voting procedure: The Council votes by qualified majority and has the final say in setting the level of
compulsory expenditure.

21. Impact on United Kingdom Law: none.

22. Application to Gibraltar: not applicable.

Application to the European Economic Area

23. Not applicable.

Subsidiarity

24. The EC Budget is a matter of exclusive Community competence and the Commission’s presentation of
the PDB is required by the Treaty.

Policy Implications

25. The Community budget has significant financial and policy implications. Since the UK is a net contributor
to the EC budget, it is in the UK’s interest to control growth in the budget, while working to achieve a more
eYcient use of resources. The government will work with like-minded Member States to maintain budget
discipline and subject all areas of EC spending to rigorous scrutiny. However, it must be borne in mind that
most EC spending (including agriculture, structural funds and multi-annual programmes) is largely pre-
determined by decisions made outside the annual budget process, and that the final decision on much of the
remainder is in the hands of the European Parliament.

26. The Government’s primary aim will be to respect agreed and established budgetary principles. In
particular, to ensure that: spending delivers genuine value for money; global appropriations for payments are
based on realistic implementation forecasts (to prevent the emergence of a large budget surplus); Financial
Ceilings are respected, with full accordance being given to the rules governing use of the Flexibility instrument,
and; Activity Based Budgeting is fully factored into the budgeting process.

27. Key priorities for the Government for the 2007 budget include Heading 1b (Structural and Cohesion
Funds), where an increase of 19.1 per cent is put forward for payments. We will seek to achieve levels of
payments that take into account the genuine implementation capacity of new member states rather than
Commission ambition. Heading 4 will also be a priority. Despite significant increases in 2006, amounts for
CFSP and transitional assistance to sugar protocol countries appears to fall short of needs in 2007. We will
seek repriotisation and a front loading of the envelopes to meet urgent needs in both these areas. We will also
seek to ensure the Commission finds suYcient resource to support urgent development needs in the fledgling
democracies of Afghanistan and Iraq, both in need of continuing financial support. Finally, heading 5, will be
closely examined to ensure that the Commission’s staV proposals are based on genuine need, reflect eYciency
savings, economies of scale and can be accommodated under the ceiling for this Heading.
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Regulatory Impact Assessment

28. Not applicable.

Financial Implications

29. The UK financing share of the 2007 PDB is estimated as 17.5 per cent before the abatement, or 12.4 per
cent after abatement. The actual net financial cost to the UK of the 2007 Budget will depend. not only on the
size of the budget that is finally adopted, but also on the balance between diVerent spending programmes
within the budget. This determines the level of UK receipts and subsequently aVects the size of the UK’s
abatement the following year.

Consultation

30. Not applicable.

Timetable

31. Discussion on the PDB began in Council’s budget committee on 11 May. On 14 July the Council will
establish the Draft Budget on the basis of these discussions, which will then be forwarded to the European
Parliament. It is expected that the Draft Budget will be debated by the EP in a plenary session in October. The
EP’s amendments and modifications will be considered at the Council’s second reading in November. A
revised draft budget will then be submitted to the EP for its second reading, and formal adoption of the budget
is expected by mid-December.

Ed Balls MP
Economic Secretary
HM Treasury

23 May 2006
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Annex 1
Table 1

SUMMARY OF 2007 PDB PROPOSALS—EUR MILLION

Heading 2006 Budget 2007 PDB Change 2006–07 Change 2006–07
CA (2) PA (3) CA (2) PA (3) CA (2) PA (3) CA (2) PA (3)

1. Sustainable Growth 47,508 39,162 54,283 44,734 6,775 5,572 14.3% 14.2%
1a. Competitiveness for Growth and Employment 7,890 7,430 8,796 6,944 906 486 11.5% "6.5%
1b. Cohesion for Growth and Management 39,618 31,732 45,487 37,790 5,869 6,058 14.8% 19.1%

2. Preservation and Management of Natural Resources 56,551 55,439 57,218 55,683 667 244 1.2% 0.4%
Of which: Market related expenditure and direct payments 43,320 43,319 43,684 43,408 364 88 0.8% 0.2%

3. Citizenship, Freedom, Security and Justice 1,161 1,158 1,174 1,106 14 "52 1.2% "4.4%
Freedom, Security and Justice 549 533 571 427 22 "106 4.0% "19.9%
Citizenship 611 624 603 680 "8 55 "1.4% 8.9%

4. European Union as a Global Partner 8,400 8,639 6,703 7,447 "1,697 "1,192 "20.2% "13.8%
5. Administration 6,604 6,604 7,002 7,002 398 398 6.0% 6.0%
6. Compensation 1,074 1,074 445 445 "629 "629 "58.6% "58.6%
TOTAL (4) 121,297 112,076 126,824 116,418 5,527 4,342 4.6% 3.9%

Margin 1,577
Compulsory expenditure 45,919 45,936 45,571 45,461 "348 "475 "0.8% "1.0%
Non-compulsory expenditure 75,378 66,140 81,253 70,957 5,875 4,817 7.8% 7.3%

Appropriations for payment as % of GNI 1.00% 0.99%

Notes
(2) CA % commitment appropriations
(3) PA % payment appropriations
(4) Due to rounding, the sum of the lines may not equal the total.
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Table 2

SUMMARY OF 2007 PDB PROPOSALS—GBP MILLION

Heading 2006 Budget 2007 PDB Change 2006–07 Change 2006–07
CA (2) PA (3) CA (2) PA (3) CA (2) PA (3) CA (2) PA (3)

1. Sustainable Growth 32,980 27,186 37,683 31,054 4,703 3,868 14.3% 14.2%
1a. Competitiveness for Growth and Employment 5,477 5,158 6,106 4,821 629 "337 11.5% "6.5%
1b. Cohesion for Growth and Management 22,028 22,028 31,577 26,234 4,074 4,206 43.3% 19.1%

2. Preservation and Management of Natural Resources 39,258 38,485 39,720 38,655 463 170 1.2% 0.4%
Of which: Market related expenditure and direct payments 30,073 30,073 30,325 30,134 252 61 0.8% 0.2%

3. Citizenship, Freedom, Security and Justice 806 804 815 768 9 "36 1.2% "4.4%
Freedom, Security and Justice 381 370 396 296 15 "74 3.9% "19.9%
Citizenship 424 433 419 472 "6 39 "1.4% 8.9%

4. European Union as a Global Partner 5,832 5,997 4,653 5,170 "1,179 "827 "20.2% "13.8%
5. Administration 4,584 4,584 4,861 4,861 277 277 6.0% 6.0%
6. Compensation 746 746 309 309 "437 "437 "58.6% "58.6%
TOTAL (4) 84,204 77,803 88,041 80,817 3,837 3,014 4.6% 3.9%

Margin 1,095
Compulsory expenditure 31,877 31,889 31,635 31,559 "242 "330 "0.8% "1.0%
Non-compulsory expenditure 52,319 45,914 56,398 49,258 4,078 3,344 7.8% 7.3%

Appropriations for payments as % of GNI 1.00% 0.99%

Notes
(2) CA % commitment appropriations
(3) PA % payment appropriations
(4) Due to rounding, the sum of the lines may not equal the total.
Conversion rate as of December 2004
£1% ƒ1.4405
ƒ1 % £0.6942
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Annex 2—Glossary

Abatement

The UK’s VAT-based contributions are abated according to a formula set out in the Own Resources Decision.
Broadly this is equivalent to 66 per cent of the diVerence between what the UK contributes to the Community
budget and the UK’s receipts, subject to the following points:

— The abatement applies only in respect of spending within the Community. Expenditure outside the
Community (mainly aid), amounting to around 8 per cent of the total expenditure in the 2006 PDB,
is excluded;

— The UK’s contribution is calculated as if the budget were entirely financed by VAT;

— The abatement is deducted from the UK’s VAT contribution a year in arrears.

Activity-based Budgeting (ABB)

With the introduction of the new Financial Regulation in 2002, the presentation of the EC Budget has moved
towards “Activity-Based Budgeting” (ABB). This involves a reclassification of budget expenditure into 31
distinct Policy Areas with associated “Activities”, each accompanied by SMART objectives (Specific,
Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time-bound), performance indicators and evaluation measures. The
aim of this reform is to shift the focus from inputs (budgetary resources) to outputs (what is actually achieved
by expenditure), and to make annual budget allocations more transparent and evidence based.

The Annual Budget Procedure

The Community financial year runs from 1 January to 31 December. The rules governing decision on the
Community Budget are set out in Article 272 of the EC Treaty and in the Inter-Institutional Agreement. The
timetable is as set out on the following page:

Schedule for EC Budget negotiations

March Commission presents 2007 Annual Policy Strategy;
European Parliament and Council decide their

priorities for the next year’s budget

late April Commission issues the Preliminary Draft Budget

14 July Council’s 1st reading:
Draft Budget established

late October European Parliament’s 1st reading

early November Council’s 2nd reading

mid December European Parliament’s 2nd reading

end December Adoption of 2007 EC budget
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Commitment and Payment Appropriations

The budget distinguishes between appropriations for commitments and appropriations for payments.
Commitment appropriations are the total cost of legal obligations which can be entered into during the current
financial year for activities which will lead to payments in the current and future financial years. Payment
appropriations are the amount of money which is available to be spent during the current year arising from
commitments made in the current or previous years. Unused payment appropriations may, in exceptional
circumstances, be carried forward into the following year.

Compulsory and Non-compulsory Expenditure

Community expenditure is regarded as either “compulsory” or “non-compulsory”. Compulsory expenditure
is that which results from the Treaty or from acts adopted in accordance with the Treaty, and mainly includes
agricultural guarantee expenditure. The council has the final say in fixing compulsory expenditure. All other
expenditure is classified as non-compulsory, and the European Parliament has the final say in determining the
amount and pattern of non-compulsory expenditure. The growth of this expenditure is governed by the
“maximum rate of increase”. Article 272(9) of the Amsterdam Treaty provides a formula for determining this
rate unless an alternative figure is agreed by the budgetary authority. Under the Inter-Institutional Agreement
the Council and Parliament agree to accept maximum rates implied by the Financial Perspective ceilings.

Financial Perspective and Inter-institutional Agreement

The Inter-Institutional Agreement (IIA) of April 2006 is a political and legally binding agreement which
clarifies the Community’s budgetary procedure. Under the Treaty, the Council and the European Parliament
have joint responsibility for deciding the Community Budget on the basis of proposals from the Commission.
The IIA sets out the way three institutions will exercise their responsibilities in accordance with the Treaty,
and respect the revenue ceilings which are laid down in the Own Resources Decision.

The IIA also set the Financial Perspective (FP), which forms the framework for Community expenditure over
a period of several years. The FP for 2007–13 sets expenditure ceilings for six distinct expenditure headings
(Sustainable Growth, Preservation and Management of Natural Resources, Citizenship, Freedom, Security
and Justice, The European Union as Global Partner, Administration & Compensation), as well as global
ceilings for commitments and payments. The Budgetary Authority (Council and European Parliament) is
bound by these ceilings in the annual budget negotiation.

Flexibility Instrument

The Flexibility Instrument is a special provision under the IIA which allows up to ƒ200 million in
extraordinary expenditure above the FP ceilings in a given budget year. Mobilisation of the Flexibility
Instrument requires the consent of both arms of the Budgetary Authority. Any portion of the
Flexibility Instrument not used in one year may be rolled forwards for up to two subsequent years. The
Flexibility Instrument may not, as a rule, be used for the same purpose two years running.

Own Resources Decision

The Own Resources Decision lays down four sources of Community revenue, or “own resources”:

— Customs duties including those on agricultural products—These are paid on a range of commodities
imported from non-member countries. Following the agreement on agriculture during the Uruguay
GATT Round, most agriculture levies are now fixed. However, for some commodities, they continue
to vary in line with changes in world prices;

— Sugar levies— These are charged on the production of sugar to recover part of the cost of subsidising
the export of surplus Community sugar onto the world market;

— Contributions based on VAT—essentially, this is the amount yielded by applying a notional rate of
1 per cent to an identical range of goods and services in each Member State (Member States’
contributions are, however, subject to a cap relating to the size of their Gross National Products);
and
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— GNI-based contributions— commonly known as the “Fourth Resource”. This resource is calculated
by taking the same proportion of each Member States’ Gross National Income (GNI). It is a budget-
balancing resource and covers the diVerence between the total expenditure in the budget and the
revenue from the other three resources.

Corrigendum to explanatory memorandum by HM Treasury

PRELIMINARY DRAFT BUDGET OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES FOR THE
FINANCIAL YEAR 2007

EM submitted on 23 May 2006 by HM Treasury

1. Paragraph 7: The total for payment appropriations should be ƒ45,461 million and not ƒ45,561 million.

2. Paragraph 9, first bullet point on commitment appropriations, should read:

— Seventh Research Framework Programme of which is divided into the following sections:
Enterprise, Energy and. transport, Research, Information Society and Media, Direct Research and
Fisheries and Maritime AVairs (increased by ƒ165 million or 3.1 per cent, against 2006 levels).

3. Paragraph 9, first bullet point on payment appropriations should read:

— Seventh Research Framework Programme of which is divided into the following sections:
Enterprise, Energy and transport, Research, Information Society and Media, Direct Research and
Fisheries and Maritime AVairs (decreased by ƒ262 million or 46.5 per cent).

4. Paragraph 9, third bullet on payment appropriations should read:

— Research for specific programmes, such as Aeronautics and Space or Research and training actions
under Euratom Treaty (decreased by ƒ262 million or 46.5 per cent).

5. Table 1, 2007 PDB, Payment Appropriations, for Citizenship, Freedom, Security and Justice should read:
1107 and not 1106.

6. Table 2, per cent Change 2006–07, for 1b Cohesion for Growth and Management should read: 14.8 per
cent and not 43.3 per cent.

7. Table 2, per cent Change 2006–07, Commitment Appropriations, for 3a Freedom, Security and Justice
should read: 4 per cent and not 3.9 per cent.

8. In Table 2 the Notes should read “Conversion rate as of May 2006”, and not “Conversation rate as of
December 2004.”

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Ed Balls, a Member of the House of Commons, Economic Secretary, Mr Chris Austin, and
Mr Stephen Evans, HM Treasury, gave evidence.

Q1 Chairman: Good afternoon, Minister, and finance team, and Stephen Evans, who is the head of
the annual budget branch of the EU finance team inwelcome to this, I think your first meeting with this

Committee. We are delighted to have you with us. the Treasury. They have a substantial amount of
expertise in these matters. If the Committee willYou may wish to say something by way of opening,

but before that perhaps you would like to introduce indulge me it may be necessary for me from time to
time to draw upon their detailed expertise in order toyour colleagues.
make sure we give you the fullest answers.Ed Balls: I am very happy to do so. Let me just say

that this is not my first appearance before a House of
Lords Committee. I have appeared before to discuss Q2 Chairman: Thank you so much. Maybe you have
the details of the Monetary Policy Committee with something to say?
the Economic AVairs Committee, but it is my first Ed Balls: Just a few introductory remarks, if you like,
appearance before your Committee and it is a great to set the Commission’s proposals for the 2007 EC
honour. I appear before the Committee in the early Budget in a slightly wider context, because these
weeks of being the 26th Economic Secretary and hearings are very important indeed. I know that my
before my first visit to an EU Budget Council which predecessors have appeared before your Committee
I will be attending next month. I am extremely before to discuss these matters and the scrutiny role

that the Committee plays in making sure that thepleased to have with me Chris Austin, head of the EU
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eVectiveness of structural funds in supportingGovernment and then the EU adheres to sound
enlargement. I think that is a great responsibility forprinciples of finance is as important in the EU Budget
us as we reshape the EC Budget for the newprocesses as it is in the domestic arena. My
challenges of the 21st century. We are at a very earlypredecessor, Ivan Lewis MP, who was the previous
stage; we have yet to see the Commission’s proposalsEconomic Secretary, also I think did a very good job
for handling that review; but the debate is beginninglast year under the UK Presidency in making sure we
and to make the EU Budget fit for its purpose we willgot a good outcome in particular across the issues of
need to address how we can stimulate faster growthexpenditure and management in tackling fraud, and
and job creation and increased productivity andwe may have a chance to come to that later. I thought
sustainable development across the EU, how we canit would be helpful if I talked about two things very
ensure peace, stability and security within the EU’sbriefly. First, the 2007 Budget and, secondly, the
borders, and how the EC can help create a fairer andbroader review of EU expenditure which was
more stable world. I am sure the Committee willannounced at the Council at the end of last year. The
agree we will need to ensure that the basic principlesannual budget process you will know and be very
of sound financial management which apply atfamiliar with, that is unchanged this year. However,
national levels must apply equally to the EC Budget.it is also a year in which public spending across the
The review needs to be conducted openly, creativelyEC is very tight and the Government is very keen, in
and from first principles. That is the way to ensure itparticular this year, that we continue to demonstrate
is genuinely fundamental and strategic. I would endbudget discipline and focus spending where it delivers
by saying what better way for Europe’s governmentsbest value for money and the highest impact for EU
to reconnect with Europe’s citizens, and show theycitizens. I can assure you we are not going to shirk
understand the challenges ahead than to seize theour responsibilities in this area and our priorities will
opportunity of this review to commit to radicalbe to secure a realistic level of payments across the
Common Agricultural Policy reform. Thank you forbudget, scaling down growth where the Commission
allowing me to make that opening statement.has overestimated implementation capacity, securing

adequate unallocated margins, in external actions
securing suYcient transitional assistance to sugar Q3 Chairman: Thank you. It might be helpful, if you
protocol countries and suYcient reconstruction aid are willing, if we could have a few questions to begin
to Afghanistan and Iraq, and setting the Institutions’ with about the Financial Perspective. We are
administration budgets at a level which properly conscious that the European Parliament has voiced
reflects the scope for economies of scale from some criticisms about the terms of the new Financial
enlargement and the scope for eYciency savings. As Perspective, such as the particular challenges that the
you know our opportunities for substantial reform in Union faces that are not necessarily adequately
any one annual budget year are necessarily limited, reflected in the Financial Perspective deal. I think it
but an important announcement was made at the would be greatly interesting to the Committee to
December Council that there would be a know what your own view is about those criticisms.
fundamental review of the EU Budget and the EU Ed Balls: Of the new Financial Perspective?
expenditure in 2008–09, and it is important to put on
record before the Committee today that we do see Q4 Chairman: Yes.
this as a very important opportunity. Our best Ed Balls: I am very happy to make remarks on that
prospect for a more eYcient and eVective budget will subject. I prepared for the Committee in the full
come with that fundamental review which will cover expectation that we would range beyond the details
all aspects of EU spending, including the Common of the 2007 Budget and look at this broader context.
Agricultural Policy and all aspects of resources. The We did as a government, as a country, set ourselves
Prime Minister said in December it “provides the ambitious objectives for those negotiations. We
opportunity to reinforce the open, modern, enlarged wanted to limit budget growth, to force disciplined
European Union that we want”, and I think there are decisions between competing priorities, to protect
three conditions which I would like to set out today our public finances but also to make sure that
as being conditions which we think are very expenditure reform, because I think with the EU
important for that review. First, that we define the Budget it is critically important, focuses on reform of
scope of the review so it is genuinely broad and the CAP, reform of regional development to focus on
conducted from first principles with no issues oV enlargement, and also raises the degree of poverty
limit; secondly, it is based on proper and full evidence focus in EU external spending. To an extent we
and factual analysis, and, thirdly, it shapes a radical would probably agree with some of our European
and sustainable vision for the EC Budget in the partners that we did not make as much progress as we
future, a vision that can start being implemented would have liked in some of these areas, although
straight away, and it must include radical reform of frankly it may well be that the areas we felt there was

insuYcient progress may have been areas where theythe Common Agricultural Policy as well as the
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there is clearly going to be a temptation for a numberfelt there was too much progress, and the areas where
we felt that we had done well were areas where some of countries whose approach to agriculture might be
may have been frustrated, so I think it was a success diVerent from our own to substitute EU expenditure
for the Government that at a time when the with Member State expenditure. What steps are you
Commission was proposing a budget increase in the envisaging to make sure we have a genuinely fair and
next perspective of 35 per cent in real terms, the UK free single market in agricultural products, and how
with the support of key Member States argued that a do you think competition policy and state aids policy
budget of around 1 per cent of EU GNI would be cuts in with that in a manner which might work?
suYcient and with budget growth limited to 13 per Ed Balls: There are two separate questions there, if I
cent, and that is essentially what was achieved, so as could take them in turn. On the first, there has never
I said that may have been a frustration for some. been in my experience of being close to government
However I do not think we look at the EU Budget as an adviser since 1997 and the period before that, a
and think the best way to make progress is by summit in which there was not a great deal of
spending more. The issue is whether we could spend pressure and tension in the weeks before. There is a
the existing stock of expenditure much more tendency in British political debate to assume that
eVectively. In Common Agricultural Policy reform it sometimes, especially in the run-up to a summit, the
will not surprise you that we did not make as much way in which a government shows it is standing up
progress as we would have liked, it is true that the for Britain’s interests is by refusing to agree. At the
CAP reform is continuing and spending is going to same time any government which reaches an
decline in real terms over 2007 to 2013, but these are agreement must somehow have sold out the national
still based upon the parameters set at the beginning of interests: that sort of dilemma is peculiarly British. I
the last decade and the Common Agricultural Policy do not think you would go to Paris and find the same
still represents a hugely large proportion of spending, degree of concern amongst French politicians for
still by 2013 about 35 per cent of the budget, which public opinion, that the French government could
leads to higher prices for EU consumers and makes it not pursue the French national interest through
harder for developing countries to trade fairly with agreement in Europe. Obviously not every agreement
the EU, so that is one area where we certainly did not is a good one but through agreement we can make
make suYcient progress to reshape expenditure to progress. I would say that the financing deal which
meet the global challenges of the future. Another area was made at the time in December was a good
is regional development. We have succeeded in agreement for Britain and for the rest of Europe. I
making regional spending more realistic, more talked about the success which is hugely important to
focused on transferring resources to the poorest our outcome of the overall limit on total EU
country in the EU. The new Member States share of spending, and that agreement to limit expenditure
structural and cohesion funds will rise from 24 per was very important in protecting the UK’s financial
cent to 56 per cent by 2013, but at the same time I position. We also secured, as we said we would, a
think we would have liked to have made more continuation of the abatement with an overall
progress. The rich Member States will see their package that gives UK taxpayers a much fairer deal
structural funds’ receipts fall by an average of 30 per than before. The UK is paying about the same as
cent compared to the present period. This is in line France and Italy in net terms over this Financial
with expectations but I think that we would have Perspective, rather than two to three times as much
liked to have done more to see a shift in the focus of relative to the size of our economy, as was the case in
structural funds towards the poorer Member States, the past. The abatement is meant to be maintained in
so those would be two areas where I would highlight full on all expenditures in the EU15 and on Common
progress which was insuYcient in our view. Agricultural Policy expenditure everywhere in the

Union. The only area where it is disapplied is in
expenditure on economic development in the newQ5 Lord Inglewood: Economic Secretary, if I may, at
Member States. I think that is a sensible position forthe time of the negotiations on the Financial
the UK to take given that we have been a championPerspective there was a lot of play made both among
of enlargement over recent years. The abatementthe political press and more widely about the UK’s
total, though, will be more in the next perspectivenet contribution. Do you feel that the basis on which
than it was in the past. As I have said, the key to EUit is going to go forward is one that in the longer run
Budget reform and expenditure reform for the UKis a fair basis for this country, and, in a sense arising
and for the Union is going to be making progress inout of that and arising out of some remarks you made
the fundamental budget review, but we have, as Iabout our Common Agricultural Policy, and I ought
said, got the UK paying much the same as Franceto declare an interest in that I am a farmer myself, if
and Italy. The budget is on a downward trend and theless money is spent at European level on agriculture
abatement in the next period is more than in this. Asin the various Member States, and therefore there is

a declining support for agriculture from that quarter, your Lordships will appreciate, the devil with budget
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towards small farmers. UK farmers, as you rightlyagreements is always in the detail. Often in EU
negotiations the detail comes after the agreement. point out, have not been in a position to benefit as
There is still discussion going on now around the much as perhaps they might have done because of the
draft Own Resources Decision to ensure that it bias in favour of small farmers and the impact of
properly reflects the December deal. As I understand modulation as it has been applied in this country. So
it, we need to have an agreement in detail sorted out are you saying, then, that in the Common
by the end of 2008, preferably therefore in the Agricultural Policy reform from a British perspective
Finnish Presidency. We will need to be very vigilant we are not concerned about social support provided
in these detailed budget discussions going on around it is not trade distorting?
the detail of the Own Resources Decision to make Ed Balls: I think the answer to that is yes, it should be
sure that the agreement we have reached which, as I a matter for Member States to decide in what way
said, was a good and fair deal for Britain and for the they choose to support diVerent members of their
EU, in particular for new Member States, is followed population, and if in our society we use tax credits to
through in practice. You raise a point about support people on lower and middle incomes we also
Common Agricultural Policy reform. I certainly choose in a number of ways to support diVerent
think that the quality as well as the quantity of groups. We spend a lot of money through the
expenditure is very important, and the fact that so Department of Culture Media and Sport on
much of the EU Budget is taken up by what I would supporting the arts. We try to make sure it is
call quite low quality expenditure through Common consistent with a state aid regime in Europe in a single
Agricultural Policy spending means it does not meet market which is open, liberal and trying to drive
objectives in terms of fairness to new Member States, down as far as possible prices for consumers, and is
to British taxpayers, to consumers in our country or not erecting barriers to trade between Member States
to developing countries. My assumption would be, or with the outside world. The view we have taken is
and I will be happy to be corrected, that from the that that is not the right way to build competitiveness
point of view of British farmers, who tend to be pretty strength at home.
eYcient in the main, it is probably a competitive
disadvantage to an important part of the British
farming industry as well. So ways in which we can

Q7 Lord Inglewood: That is the other side of thepursue a more open and eVective single market in
agriculture which is, while respecting historic coin, the financial reforms. The two are inextricably
traditions, more open to trade with the outside world locked together, the state aid competition policy
have to be an important part of the discussions going considerations and the financial considerations as
forward. We would like to see a vision of agriculture they may apply to domestic expenditure elsewhere in
which is where you are not supporting products. I the Union.
think it is completely a matter for Member States to Ed Balls: I agree. We published a very detailed
choose to support individual citizens within their document back in December called “A Vision for the
populations, so if Member States choose to shift back Common Agricultural Policy” which I think sets out
into the national arena resources which were the UK vision in quite a lot more detail than I can go
previously being spent on direct price support at EU into here. This is a vision which we will absolutely be
level on to supporting farmers directly for being trying to persuade our Member State colleagues to
farmers then that is acceptable, but not if that means adopt when we come to the fundamental review. It is
supporting the quantity and the price at which they very much about an agricultural sector which does
are trading products in a way which therefore not need to rely upon protectionist subsidy to be
becomes a barrier to trade for other Member States internationally competitive, and therefore meets the
or for developing countries. So the way in which range of fairness tests which I talked about which is
agriculture is supported is very important. about reducing import tariVs, about moving away

from production subsidies, where social and welfare
benefits for individual farmers are a matter forQ6 Lord Inglewood: Coming back on that, are you
Member States outside the context of distorting thenot creating a slightly false dichotomy between
single market. That is absolutely the road we want tosupporting farmers and supporting products that
go down. You rightly said that back at the beginningthey produce? I understand the underlying point you
of the decade, through the proposals which wereare making but in practice the amount of product on
made around modulation in particular, there was athe market is going to be determined by whether or
shift in this direction at the EU level within thenot the farmers are producing it. If they are paid to
Common Agricultural Policy, but it has been a fairlybe farmers and therefore are producing it, even if not
modest shift and I think we would like to move morevery economically, it can distort the wider market
determinedly in that direction as part of this review.place. Secondly, one of the characteristics of the

Common Agricultural Policy has been in-built bias I hope that answers the question.
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French consumers are paying very substantiallyQ8 Lord Inglewood: Are you in favour of
modulation? More modulation? higher prices but, secondly, that as the historic

farming population ages somewhat and as industrialEd Balls: I am in favour of finding ways in which we
trends take hold, the constituency for reform in allcan move support away from directly supporting
European countries will grow rather than weaken. Iindividual production but also supporting farmers to
hope that is the case. Thirdly, there is an internationalmove from simply being producers of goods in order
dimension to this. We have had very close workingto attract subsidy to being genuinely competitive
relationships with our French colleagues aroundwithin the single market. An important part of those
international development aid, debt relief; aroundreforms, as well as moving away from market-based
meeting the Millennium Development Goals. Thesubsidies, has been trying to find ways in which we
French government has been at the forefront, oftencan help farmers to make that kind of economic
with Britain, of moves championing thesetransition, which in some parts of the UK,
international development issues. The internationalparticularly where you have very small farmers
finance facility was something the French have beenproducing goods for which there is not really a
very supportive of, but you cannot pursue these goalsmarket other than an EU subsidy market, the kind of
credibly and internationally without agriculturalsupport to those kind of transitions has been a very
reform and agricultural trade reform without tradeimportant part of CAP reform. I certainly do not say
justice. I think people have to be held to account forthe single market should leave people simply to their
their intentions when it comes to making policy.own devices and the whims of a free market, but we

should try and find ways in which you can move
people in a competitive direction rather than simply Q10 Lord Watson of Richmond: I am sure every
allowing them either to sit on subsidy or be member of this Committee would wish you well in
dependent upon subsidy. your endeavour to persuade other Member States

about this, but clearly it is a big rock face to climb and
the frustration to which you refer which occurred aQ9 Lord Watson of Richmond: Your point at the
couple of years ago when Mr Schroeder andoutset that the French have had less diYculty in
President Chirac reached a deal which was contraryinterpreting national interests in European pursuit
to what Her Majesty’s Government expected showsthan historically we have had is very well made, I
just how diYcult this is. Could I ask you this? Inthink. But at the heart of the French perception of the
strengthening the British argument over CAPEuropean interest being in the national interest is the
reform, to what extent does the enlargement of theCommon Agricultural Policy. My question,
EU particularly to embrace Poland help you ortherefore, is, in terms of your vision for the future of
hinder you?the Common Agricultural Policy to which you have
Ed Balls: I think the answer to that is that if we hadjust referred, how are you going to persuade, first of
made greater strides with CAP reform it would haveall, the French and, secondly, perhaps the Germans
been more likely to help us than to hinder us, and thatthat such fundamental first principle reform should
the absolutely wrong message to send to new entrantsindeed really be considered, and a fresh solution
into the EU is that joining the EU is a way offound?
protecting yourself from industrial or economicEd Balls: I think we have to win the intellectual and
change or your responsibilities by simply relyingpolitical arguments. There are signs that we have
upon a set of subsidies which may have made sensemoved in that direction over the past decade. You
decades ago but really are not fit for purpose for acannot look at the current state of the Common
modern European Union.Agricultural Policy and say it has not been reformed.

The current Secretary of State for Foreign AVairs,
the Foreign Secretary, when she was Secretary of Q11 Lord Watson of Richmond: If I may, and this is
State at Defra, made quite substantial strides in extremely important, are you therefore saying that
winning some arguments around the CAP report in the enlargement of the EU to include Poland has
the context of the Curry review which was happening made the British task harder not easier?
in Britain at the time to implement some of these Ed Balls: There have been a number of European new
things. So we have made some progress but we need Member States over the last few years. There is no
to do more, and I think that is about winning the doubt that Poland is particularly important
three arguments really and one is that, within the EU, agriculturally but even the Polish economy, which
consumers in Britain and in France and Germany are has been going through a fundamental transition in
getting a very poor deal, and that is not fair. So it is the last 15 years, I think has more to gain through an
not that the French national interest is best pursued open outward liberal global Europe than from a
by the Common Agricultural Policy; I would say that Europe which thinks that the right way to spend its
the French national interest is not best pursued budget or construct its trading relationships is on the

basis of protectionism. I think if you went to Polandthrough the continuation of the CAP because the
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suppose, as instead of Wigan going to Warsaw. Itoday you would have a stronger constituency
demanding dynamism, trade and competitiveness would like to ask you whether the Treasury is
than you would have a subsidy culture, and I very content, or certain, that in the change of policies in
much hope that that will continue in the future. the Union, presumably with our consent, our

regions—and some of our regions will have done very
well from the structural funds—will not be hurt byLord Watson of Richmond: Let’s keep our fingers
that switch. I have in mind as a Welshman some ofcrossed!
the Welsh regions and perhaps you are particularly
anxious to see better things for West Yorkshire, butQ12 Lord Jones: Lord Chairman, Minister, going
there is the question for you on the matter.back to the European budget and our contribution,
Ed Balls: I think Lord Jones has a long tradition ofcan we assume now that the Treasury will be going to
campaigning publicly, and also extremely eVectivelypay a fair share? Have you had allies in other
privately, to make sure that Wales had a good deal inMember States in your negotiations? Is the
terms of the structural funds. I think it may even atDepartment now content, or is there more to be
certain points have led to slightly more generousdone?
outcomes for Wales than might previously have beenEd Balls: The answer to your question is that we are
expected in terms of the way in which the Objectivegoing to make a substantial contribution to the
1 funding occurred. I represent a part of the countryEuropean Union, and as was set out clearly in
which has not benefited from Objective 1, WestParliamentary Answers after the agreement in
Yorkshire, and I think one of the strengths ofDecember the consequence of the budget deal is that,
regional policy over recent years through thecompared to our previous fiscal projections, there is
establishment of the Regional Developmentan increase in the UK expenditure, and just to give
Agencies and the single pot for RDA spending is weyou those figures for your deliberations the extra
have moved towards a very strong strategic andcontribution rises from 500 million in 2007–08 to a
economically focused regional policy in Britain. Ibillion pounds in 2009–10, and between 1.6 and 1.9
think this is the primary way in future in which thesebillion each year between 2010–11 and 2012–13. So
regional policy objectives are to be pursued. There isenlargement was never going to come free of charge
no doubt that Objective 1 spending in particular hasand there is clearly a substantial cost to the UK. But,
also been very important for South Yorkshire, foras I said, the UK has always been a champion of
Cornwall and for Wales. The reason for Objective 1enlargement and therefore it was right that the
funding was in order to raise income per head, andabatement did not apply to the EU enlargement
that has been happening. With the enlargementspending. We have managed to get a budget
taking place, it was I think absolutely right that theagreement here which is, I think, fair to Britain as
shift at the EU level in terms of structural andwell as good for Europe, which in net contribution
cohesion funds should be a shift from the richerterms allies the UK with France and Italy, which are
Member States to the poorer Member States. Wecountries of comparable GDP per head, in a way
have made some progress on that. We produced awhich was not the case previously when we were
document when I was previously in the Treasurypaying substantially more than in the past. Simply to
called “A modern regional policy in the Unitedhave abolished the abatement would have been very
Kingdom” which set out why we thought at theunfair on the UK indeed. We saw oV those pressures.
European level the fairness argument argued for aBut, as I said, the key in this is budget discipline. If we
substantial shift from rich Member States to poor,were confident that every euro being spent in the EU
preferably with a reduction in bureaucracyBudget today was being spent well then it might be
happening alongside that, and at the same time thatlegitimate to have a debate about whether the EU is

spending enough. But we are not confident of that at the responsibility in the richer Member States for
all and, therefore, in order to make sure that we had delivering fairness and regional balance within the
a budget agreement which was fair to the UK country should really be more a matter for the
taxpayer it was right to substantially scale back some national Member State government and their
of the ambitions of the Commission particularly, and national regional policy. So I am confident that the
in succeeding in doing so I think we managed to end approach we set out and will continue to push at the
up with a deal which is fair and aVordable for the European level meets the fairness and
UK. competitiveness test by trying to shift the focus away

from the richer Member States, including Britain, to
the enlargement states. Here in Britain I think theQ13 Lord Jones: Budget discipline—fair comment,
right way to answer the concerns you raise is to saybut you have mentioned in your remarks
that this will lead not to a diminishing but, ifenlargement and you have also mentioned structural
anything, an enhancing of the UK national approachfunds. We have had witnesses here on previous

subjects where it was summed up, inexactly I to regional policy. I think that is where the focus of
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from VAT as would have been applied in the past, ifthe UK should be for UK regions, on the UK
national regional policy. a rather more complex system had been applied. The

consequence of that is that some Member States who
have been making a particularly high net

Q14 Chairman: Could we move on to a more contribution to the Community budget, because of
particular issue? This Committee has had a chance to the way in which those calculations occur, will see a
look at the Commission’s proposals for a new system reduction in their overall share of community
of own resources. It would be helpful if you could financing and, as you said, they include Austria,
give us your views about the decisions governing Germany, The Netherlands and Sweden. I think
VAT rate of call in harmonising that at 0.3 per cent. those adjustments were part of the overall package
That was welcomed, I gather, by the Government so which also included the way in which the UK
perhaps you would like to say what your view is abatement was considered and debated and discussed
about this, and also whether you are happy with the in order to make sure that, not just for UK but more
arrangements on a reduction of the VAT rate of call generally, there was a fairer system.
and GNI-based contributions in Austria, Germany,
The Netherlands and Sweden?

Q15 Chairman: Are you happy that theseEd Balls: These issues very quickly become very
arrangements are broadly equitable?detailed and technical, and for me it has been very
Ed Balls: Yes, I think they are. There were a numberhelpful preparing for this Committee taking over in
of countries which for diVerent reasons were beingmy new role in advance of the budget discussions
unfairly disadvantaged in the previous regime, andnext month, because my experience of the EU Budget
the UK abatement was one particular way in whichfrom my past life in the Treasury is that however
the unfairness to the UK was being adjusted and thatmany times in the past you have learned, understood
has continued. In the case of these VAT adjustmentsand come to grips with the process of own resource
this is a fair and sustainable way for the Community.decision-making, if you leave it more than a few
That is probably more detailed than you wanted,weeks you have to start again from first principles
Lord Chairman.and learn it all anew. So I have gone through for the

sixth or seventh time to relearn the way in which the
Chairman: We are always anxious to hear theEU Budget works, and because it keeps changing in
Government’s views. We have looked a little bit andbetween it is always a bit more complicated, and this
you have helpfully cast your eye forward at theis one of those issues because within the overall Own
comprehensive review of finances in 2008, but I thinkResources settlement, there have been reforms to the
Lord Cobbold would like to ask a question.way in which VAT receipts are calculated. We moved

to a fixed rate for VAT contributions with a rate of
call of 0.3 per cent, and just to set out how this works, Q16 Lord Cobbold: I think some conversation has
on the basis of a very helpful note provided by already happened in answer to Lord Watson, but I
oYcials for me to understand exactly how it worked, was concerned whether the French were ever going to
within the overall Own Resources settlement there agree to something and whether there was any chance
are three sources of community revenue, traditional of any improvement being introduced prior to the
own resources VAT and GNI. On the actual VAT end of the Perspective in 2014? There is probably no
calculation itself, the way in which it works is that the answer to that.
VAT resources are yielded by applying a call to a Ed Balls: I think there is an answer which is that if
notional VAT base, and the VAT base itself is Europe is to be a job-creating, strongly-growing,
calculated on the basis of a notional harmonised rate. competitive part of the world in a much more
The VAT base, ie the total VAT collected, is adjusted competitive global environment, but which also takes
to produce a harmonised base. A notional rate of one its responsibilities seriously both in terms of security
per cent is applied to this base. This base is then issues and responsibilities in Iraq and Afghanistan,
capped at 50 per cent of one per cent of the Member and also globally in terms of international
State’s GNI, and following those adjustments to the development and trade, then it has to address these
base previously a rate of call, or rate of contribution, budget issues and they should be at the top, I think,
if you like, on that base was applied on the basis of a of the agenda for European economic reform in the
very complex and archaic procedure called the coming years. That is why we were very keen to see
uniform rate. In December a substantial this fundamental review and that is why, as I set out
simplification occurred where that complex in my opening remarks, we are keen to work with
calculation was replaced with a rate of call at 0.3 per others to make sure we have a full and substantive
cent. So once you have calculated the base, a rate of agenda, and it is genuinely from first principles, and
call of 0.3 per cent is applied, and 0.3 per cent was there are not issues of subject, and it is not simply that
chosen because VAT in the next financial perspective it can be reduced to diVerent countries pursuing their

national interests but genuinely about what is in thegives about the same amount of revenue collected
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settlement for unexpected contingencies as they arise.collective interests of the European Union. Now,
there will be changes in leadership in the coming At the moment we are on track on the basis of these

budget proposals for more front-end loading forperiod in Europe and there will be a French
presidential election in the next few years, and the structural fund spending than we think would be

sensible, and it is better to build in a more carefulcurrent President of the Republic is bound to no-one
in his support for agriculture. I think the world is build-up of spending over time to make sure that you

actually have the capacity in place to spend thosechanging and there are new demands, and maybe
prospects for progress on agricultural reform will resources. I think in the case of administration

budgets we also think there is more which could beopen up in the next period. I very much hope so.
done to drive eYciency. The broader issues we have
discussed today so far are agriculture and structuralQ17 Lord Cobbold: The rigidities in the budget at the
funds, and those are not really issues which will arisemoment seem to be aVecting also our trade
in detail in this budget year because the parametersnegotiations, for example, in the Doha Round, and
have already been set by the previous Financialwe cannot make concessions because the policy is
Perspective and reform agenda, but in those morefixed until that timescale.
detailed areas there is more we would like to do.Ed Balls: That is true, and it is very frustrating. I

think we are at a very important moment for the
European and the global economies because we have
great responsibilities internationally to open up
trading opportunities to developing countries, but we
also see round the world and in Europe in particular Q19 Chairman: Perhaps before you go on to other
the rise of some protectionist pressures, and we have priority issues you might help us on something you
all seen the disaster which can befall the world have mentioned which is the implementation
economically and politically when protectionist capacity of new Member States, which in your
pressures, political instability and maybe a slower helpful note to the Committee you indicated reflected
period of economic growth come together. That was more the Commission’s ambition than their capacity.
very much what happened at the end of the 1920s. So What sort of evidentiary resources are you relying on
making sure that we continue to make the case for an in making such a criticism of the Commission, and in
open trading regime as well as stimulating the particular, during the discussion of these things with
economy is politically hugely important for Europe the new Member States, there is some implication
and the wider world. It was very frustrating at the end that they were being hung out to dry by the British
of last year that we were not making the kind of Government, that what was proposed was not in line
progress we would like to see in the trade talks. Our with the original accession agreements. How is this
ambitions are undiminished but these are very reflected in your thinking now? How do you answer
diYcult negotiations. There is no doubt that more these charges?
progress on agriculture is an important part of what Ed Balls: I think there is the broader point we referred
is needed in order to make this a successful round. So to earlier which is the overall priority given to
I absolutely agree with your comments and very structural funds and structural funds for new
much hope we will see that kind of political Member States in the overall budget settlement. I
leadership in the coming weeks and months. think I have already said we would like to have gone

further in shifting support towards new Member
States than has been achieved, but then on theQ18 Chairman: I wonder if we might now turn to the
particular issues of the 2007 Budget, as we said in the2007 Preliminary Draft Budget. Perhaps by way of
note to the Committee, so far and recently theintroduction you might give some indication whether
implementation of existing structural fund budgetsyou consider that the distribution of funds proposed
has not been good. We have never exceeded 93 perreflects the priorities which the Government have
cent of the Commission’s proposals at theidentified for Europe.
preliminary draft budget stage. We have neverEd Balls: The answer is “not suYciently” from the
managed to achieve more than a 14.5 per cent actualpoint of view of the British Government, and that is
increase in spending on the previous year’s outcome.why we have a tough job ahead in the coming
Average implementation is only 82 per cent ofdiscussions. I referred to some of the areas earlier in
preliminary draft budget, or a 3.9 per cent increase onmy opening remarks. Compared to the budget we
the previous year’s outturn. There have been somehave on the table we would like in particular in
improvements recently but it has come from a veryexternal actions to see suYcient transitional
low base, so there is some frustration that we haveassistance to sugar protocol countries and suYcient
not managed to get the money to Member States onreconstruction aid to Afghanistan and Iraq. We
the scale which we would have liked or committedwould like to see greater margins in order to make

sure we have slack within the overall budget ourselves to in the past, and this is frustrating.
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about it, because it is extraordinarily important thatQ20 Chairman: But the proportion of the
Commission’s budget seems quite a high proportion; they work.
93 per cent, I think you said. It is diYcult to envisage Ed Balls: Yes, it is very important that they work
it ever being 100, is it not? indeed. It is something which I think is an important
Ed Balls: That is true, but I think the sensible thing to part of the fundamental spending review we were
do is make sure you stage the spending over the years talking about earlier, because I think the bureaucracy
of the Financial Perspective in order to make sure and eYciency of structural fund spending is as
that in each year you are getting as close as you can important as the overall quantums and their
to 100 per cent. As you know, in any budgeting distribution. In this Financial Perspective and for the
process, if there is a premium on spending all the next we have made some progress, so we have
money and you are working with an annualised simplified the Commission’s proposals for annual
budget framework, the danger is that as the year goes strategic reporting. We are removing heavy-handed
on it is more likely you will be forced to spend in low requirements for Member States to establish
quality areas simply to meet your objectives and, obligatory reserve funds to reward performance in
given that we do not have a good record in this area response to contingencies, both of which in our
up to now, a sensible and measured approach is the judgment were proposing quite excessive admin
right way to go. I do not know whether my colleagues costs; we have simplified the rules governing the
who have more experience in the detail of this want introduction of payments and introduced proper
to add anything. checks and balances with respect to Commission
Mr Evans: If I may, the proposal is only talking about oYcials’ power to interrupt payments; we also
cutting the actual cash payments, that is the cashflow, introduced a principle of proportionality to ensure
in the year; we are not talking about cutting the there is a sensible balance between administrative
overall commitments which is the envelopes the costs and the size of the programme. I would just add
countries are particularly attached to, and we are more broadly that there is quite a close relationship
only talking about cutting it to meet a more between the way in which cohesion funds,
appropriate level that we think will be implemented, competition policy more generally and, in particular,
because it is bad to tie up the money— state aid rules work. I think this is something we all

need to keep a close eye on, that we need our
approach to state aids to be very strong on state aidsQ21 Chairman: Can I interrupt? What is your
which distort the operation of a single market acrossevidence that what was proposed could not be
borders, but at the same time more proportionateimplemented?
and light-touch when it comes to the kinds of localMr Evans: We use several sources, and we use past
expenditure which are needed in order to makeimplementation figures mostly produced by the
market economies work well. If I think back over theCommission. We also have an in-year indicative
last few years, from a UK point of view we have oftenestimate for implementation for the 2006 Budget
spent a very substantial amount of time involved inwhich has come out in, I think, it is Working
detailed discussions about state aid issues whichDocument 3, one of the draft documents that is due
really were financially quite small and not reallyout with the Preliminary Draft Budget, and if you
about the single market at all, and at the same timelook at that and at the ability of the Commission to
we maybe have not had as much focus as we woulddeliver extra cash resources you find that they
have liked in some other areas. So state aids policyconsistently overestimate their capacity to do so, and
and more generally the cohesion funds policy is notwhere we think it would be wrong would be to tie up
just about reducing bureaucracy but about makinglots of Member State resources sitting in bank
sure they are proper and proportional and focused onaccounts in the Commission.
where you really need the bureaucracy to bite.

The Committee suspended from 3.30 pm to 3.40 pm for
a division in the House. Q23 Lord Steinberg: I want to ask a few questions

surrounding comments you made on reduction in
bureaucracy, job creation and unemployment, andQ22 Lord Watson of Richmond: Moving on to the
attaching all of that to the Lisbon Agenda. Wouldnew generation of structural funds, we have taken
you agree that the Lisbon Agenda is an altruisticevidence earlier on this Committee which was a bit
hook and wish, and that no country including Britainworrying that simply at the level of auditing
pays much attention to it? Would you further agreeprocedures there seemed to be more, rather than less,
that it is not something which the public in the maincomplexity with regard to the new structural funds
are aware of and, whilst we would all like to seethan there had been with previous areas of
improvements in job creation and reductions ofexpenditure. What we would like to know is how
unemployment, even this country at the moment hasconcerned you are by the complexity of this new

generation of structural funds and what can we do the opposite eVect where unemployment is increasing
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wrong, will not just have an impact upon climateand job creation is getting less. The nub of my
change and the environment but also thequestion is are we not in cuckoo land in trying to
competitiveness of our economy for good or ill. So Ipursue the Lisbon Agenda?
think there is potentially a huge competitiveEd Balls: In the case of the UK, first, we do have the
advantage to Europe in being a leader in some of thelowest level of unemployment for thirty years and the
technological issues which will arise around not justhighest level of employment we have ever had in our
emissions trading but the technologies for clean fossilhistory, so we do not start from a bad starting point.
fuel, and those are areas where EuropeanAt the same time, if you look at the way the Labour
collaboration will be very important. So I would putParty is currently operating, there are still too many
that on the agenda as an issue where we would like topeople trapped outside employment on incapacity
see substantially more being done at a European levelbenefit or single parents who find it diYcult to make
to drive forward economic reform andthe transition back into work either because of the
environmental change. Having said that, the primaryrisk of that transition or diYculties with childcare.
way in which unemployment is going to be reduced inSo, if you want to have a robust, job-creating, fair
Europe from its unacceptably high levels at thelabour market which is fair to all, and goes even
moment, the primary role, is national governments,beyond the quite strong position we have at the
and with everything we are trying to do in Britain andmoment, you have to focus on the issues around the
in many European parliaments around the EU it is atway in which childcare is provided, the way in which
the national level which we really have to pursueTax Credits support incomes in work, the way in
flexible fair policies.which the New Deal supports Incapacity Benefit. The

reason I make all those points is that, from a UK
Q24 Chairman: I think as the clock is ticking we arepoint of view, those are fundamental to economic
going to have to move on.reform in Britain. They are not areas in which the EU
Ed Balls: I apologise to the Committee; that was atakes a particularly close interest, those are interests
rather long answer.of national policy, but they are still fundamental to

economic reform, and if we and other Member States
can drive forward, through national policies, policies Chairman: If we have time we can come back to it at
which can deliver flexible, fair, job-creating labour the end. Lord Cobbold?
markets; if we at the national level can do that, then
that is probably the most important way in which we Q25 Lord Cobbold: In the past you have expressed a
will deliver economic reform in Europe. In those desire to examine the Commission’s proposals for
areas the Lisbon Agenda is primarily, I would say, increased staYng, and we were rather surprised that
about making sure that through peer review and in this current budget there is a quota for 903 new
sharing of best practice we can be better informed in posts of which only 230 are associated with the two
national reforms, but it is at the national level where new Members, and only 13 devoted to language
those reforms are really going to be driven, and I services. This seems to me a very large amount. Is it
would say that in the UK but also a number of justified?
Member States you have seen some important Ed Balls: I must admit that I have not looked at the
progress at the national level. You then move to what details of those numbers in trying to get behind them;
are the areas of economic reform which particularly I will do so in the run-up to the July discussions. It is
involve a European dimension where there are certainly the case that bearing down upon the
aspects of competition and state aids policy, which administrative budgets of the Union and the
we have talked about; we have not talked, but we Commission is a very important part of our work, so
could have, about the way in which, at the European I think the right thing for me to do is say that I will
level, standards and directives impact upon the have a look at that in detail and maybe give you a
operation of the labour market, the Information and more detailed response in writing.
Consultation Directive; in the context of the EU
Budget, though, probably research and development Q26 Chairman: In particular perhaps you might care
is an area where there is most potential impact from to say what the implications for staYng would be of
EU spending on the Lisbon Agenda and economic the reprioritisation in the CFSP and other areas
reform. I think increasingly, too, in the next few years which you were drawing attention to, though you are
we will come to see the close links between economic looking to get diVerent packages, frontloading of the
issues and environment issues, and there are some envelopes, as you put it. If that had staV
very important issues around both research and consequences it would be of some interest to us.
development and technological change in the Mr Evans: I would not have expected there to be
environment sphere about how you deal with climate significant staV consequences from that particular
change which will need to be pursued at the proposal. It is simply bringing forward the financial

flows in order to meet the commitments that areEuropean level and which, if we get them right or
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secret accounts, they are returned to Member Statesalready made and which the Commission were
already prepared for in large part. We are still over a period of time. We produced an explanatory

memorandum on amending Budget No 2/2006 whichlooking at the figures with the Foreign OYce and
with the Department for International Development dealt with the way in which those processes occur but

this is, as I say, another example where the issue is notto establish precisely what is needed in that area, and
we will be negotiating on that basis, but it is a about fraud or sharp practice but more about

eYcient practice, and we need to get to a positionpossibility that it might make sense to change the
trajectory the Commission has proposed for those where we have realistic forecasts and where we are

making sure we do not have underspends relative toenvelopes to bring it slightly forward, and in another
part of the budget to backload it where we do not forecasts, the accumulation of surpluses. Once we

have decided to agree a budget for money to be spentneed so many resources upfront in the early part of
the Financial Perspective. in certain ways we would much rather it was being

spent in those ways than underspent and thenEd Balls: I will provide a note. It will be helpful for
accumulated, but to reassure the Committee this isme as well as for the Committee.
not about fraudulent practice or about hoards of
money being kept in war chests somewhere.

Q27 Lord Cobbold: In the light of that, at the same
time, we are investigating in another context the role

Chairman: Thank you. I think the last question mustof the European Court of Auditors and the problem
be with Lord Inglewood, because of the passage ofabout the Court not being able to give a clean DAS,
time.and I would be interested to know what your feelings

are about the organisation of the European
Commission and whether it suVers from Q28 Lord Inglewood: Thank you, Lord Chairman.
incompetence. We are also told that there are large In your remarks on the structural funds, and you
quantities of cash in secret accounts and that there is hinted at the same in the context of CAP reform, it
a move towards and atmosphere of corruption, and I seems to me you have what I might call a classic UK
would like to know whether you have any sort of view of the European Budget that it should be a
opinion on in this area. clearing house sending money from rich Member
Ed Balls: The answer is that we did make substantial States to the poorer parts of the Union, rather than a
progress in our Presidency. My predecessor really pan-European replacement of certain national
drove this agenda very hard. In November last year policies at European level. That obviously implies
the 2004 Budget was again a budget in which the having a budget, but would it be your view and the
European Court of Auditors was unable to issue a Government’s view that, in an ideal world, the
positive statement of assurance on a majority of the budget would be much smaller than it is now?
budget. It is unacceptable and to me, coming into this Ed Balls: I would disagree with the premise because I
dossier anew, really quite surprising, so I am hoping do think there are very important areas where money
we are going to make substantially faster progress. I should be spent at a European level rather than
think you have a Sub-Committee looking at these simply the EU being a mechanism for transferring
issues and you will know these tend to be errors from rich to poor countries. That mechanism of
rather than genuine issues of fraudulent practice, but achieving, of redistributing from the rich to poor
that still is not acceptable. As I said, we did make countries through the cohesion funds is an important
substantial progress last year in our Presidency with part of the European Union’s role, and to make
a commitment from the ECOFIN Council enlargement work we need more of it. But it is only
conclusions in December to produce a roadmap to an part of it. I should declare a past interest here in that
integrated internal control framework, and the my father for 10 years was a senior European
Commission is producing an action plan which the Commission civil servant working in Ispra in Italy at
Council will be discussing to try and get to grips with the research centre, and he was the head of the first
the existing control structures and to try and improve European centre for the validation of alternative
the overall way in which budgets are managed, so we methods to using whole animal experiments, which
are now on the implementation phase of that was a European centre which was not only
agreement and this will be a very important part of supporting research in ways in which you could have
our work. You raise a particular point about secret alternatives to whole animals for medical research in
accounts hoarding, and I know there has been a little toxicity testing, but also finding ways in which you
bit of media speculation about whether or not this is could then move from the research to the validation
what is going on. Just to reassure the Committee, the of those methodologies within legal frameworks so
newspaper story talked about money being kept in they could give assurance to companies and citizens
secret bank accounts, but I think what we are really that these cell tissue culture tests were safe. That is
referring to here is a way in which annual surpluses one example where it makes no sense to have 15

diVerent research centres trying to pursue 15 diVerentcan be accumulated and those surpluses do not sit in
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quality, and I think at the moment we would look atvalidation strategies; it makes sense for there to be a
European approach to those issues which can then the European budget and think there is so much

progress which can be made to make the existing levelattempt to negotiate with the United States on
validation issues and set a framework which others of spend more fit for its purpose—
round the world can adopt. You can make the same
argument in much bigger terms on international Q29 Lord Jones: Budget discipline.

Ed Balls: Exactly—that to be diverted into atrade negotiations and the importance of the
European dimension for decision-making. I discussion of how much more it should go up is really

to take our eye oV the real task which is to make theabsolutely think it works in the case of state aids in
the single market, but I also picked out research and existing budget work.
development particularly on climate change as an
example where I think, as well as a regulatory regime, Q30 Lord Inglewood: I did not say it might go up; I

said it might have gone down.which is what we have through emissions trading,
there is also a case for direct expenditure on ways in Ed Balls: You did say that, and sometimes things

have to go down in order to go up!which we can pursue clean fossil fuel technologies,
and it seems to me that is exactly the kind of thing
where, in order to persuade India, China or America Q31 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed,

Minister, for that very helpful session. We areto pursue those technologies, pouring resources and
expertise at a European level to pursue that kind of extremely grateful to you for coming.

Ed Balls: Thank you for having me. It was a pleasureexpenditure makes sense. So in answer to your
second point I would probably go back to the answer to come on my first appearance before you, and I was

grateful that you allowed us in the early part of theto Lord Jones, which is that it might be sensible at
some point in time to have a discussion about discussion to roam more broadly than the 2007

Budget, which I think and hope helped to informwhether the overall level of budget should be higher
or lower, but you only need to get to that point when more broadly the discussion we had on the detail.

Thank you very much.you are satisfied that the current expenditure is of
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